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Annual Black Community
Convention on Friday, March
13 and Saturday, March 14 at
the Enoch Davis Center. The
successful gathering set the
agenda for the community as it
did lastryear, and according to
Convention committee mem
ber Gwen Reese, made strides
toward not only setting this
years agenda, but planning to

“Economic Development” his

TAMPA-Highlighting the

sponsored by N.B. Young Mid

own composition flavored by
the Coalition’s concentration

Youth Summit ‘98 was
Beasley Reece, Channel 44

dle Magnet School’s Human
Relations Department and
coordinated by Rey Robinson,

(last year and this)_ on provid Sports Director and former
ing real financial opportunities NFL player. He capatured the
our community can share. Lou audience of eager young males
Brown gave the “State of the with his powerful message
Community” address which about success and goal setting.
was highlighted by information Reece, also an NBC Sports
on New Beginnings Develop Commentator, challenged the
ment Corporation, the Commu students to set goals now for
nity Development Corporation what they want to be tomor
spawned from the Coalition and row.
The Youth Summit brought
the transportation initiatives

progress. With the positive together more than seventy
advances of last year, still, much young male students and posi
work is left to be done, this was tive adult role models to share
infoimation on the theme “To
day evening. After opening cer made clear.
Earn Respect, , Leam To
emonies, Hank Ashwood
Please
see
pg.
4
Respect” the Summit was
favored the audience with

implement it.
This year, for the first time,
the convention opened on Fri

Omali Yeshitela

A Credit Plan For You!
No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!

WS

Beasley Reece
ddresses Students

Coalition Holds 2nd
Annual Convention
ST. PETERSBURG-The
Coalition of African American
Leadership, Inc. hosted the 2nd

ll

School Community Specialist.
Other program participants
included Dr. Maigaret Fisher,
Principal, N.B. Young Middle
Magnet Sfchool; Joel Barnum,
Assistant Superintendent for
the Hillsborough County
Detention Center; William
Knowles, Director of Prevention/Jntervention
Program,
Tampa/Hillsborough Urban
League; Dr. Patrick Watson,
Local Physician; Joe Reid,
Human Relations Specialist,
Hillsborough County Public
Schools.

L-R: Rey Robinson and Beasley Reece
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USF’s Institute On Black NAACP Statement On MerriamLife Celebrates Diversity Webster And The N-Word
Through Research
NAACP President and CEO Kweisi Mfume released
the following statement last Friday regarding an announce
ment by Merriam-Webster that it is "very, very likely there
will be a change in the definition of all offensive words,"

including the word nigger:
"In October of last year, the NAACP strongly criticized
the Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary's definition of a
nigger' as a 'black person'. Since then our members from
across the country have been involved in an extensive cam
paign to let Merriam-Webster know how offensive this def
inition is. This nationwide campaign was directed and car
ried out through e-mail, letters, phone calls, faxes and peti
tions.
"We are gratified that Merriam-Webster has finally got
ten the message. Furthermore, it is timely that an announce
ment has been made by Merriam-Webster stating that they
are giving 'high consideration' to changing the definition of
this and other racially offensive words.

Dr. Claude Steele
TAMPA-The Institute on
Black Lite at the University of
South Florida will sponsor its
third research symposium,
“Celebrating
Diversity
Through Research HI,” March
27-27 in the Phyllis P. Marshal
Ceiiter on the Tampa campus.
The theme of this year's
event is "'llie New Social Darwism: Contemporary Pres
sures and Affirmative Action,
Cultural Diversity and the
•Social Safety Net.” The pre
senters will use the topic to dis
cuss "the recent philosophical
shifts in U.S. policies aftecting
women and minorities that
emphasize individualism, nativism and biogenetic explana
tions of poverty.”
“1 believe this will be one

satisfaction of owning their own
business. Women will make up
a projected 47 percent of the

tion. Qaude Steele, professor
and chair of the psychology
department at Stanford Univer
sity, is the keynote speaker on

work force by the year 2005
and are currently starting busi
ness at twice the rate of men,
reports Working Women Maga

Thursday, March 26. Steele’s
most recent published research
analyzes the effects of stereo

zine.
Alma Singletary retired
from the school system in the

types on the performance of
women and minorities on stan
dardized tests.

late 80’s because she saw an
opportunity and rewards that
being in business for herself
would bring. “This opportunity

Speakers for the Friday,
March 27 session are Blandina
Cardenas, associate professor
of educational leadership and

has meant many things to
include personal and profes
sional growth; being my own
boss and being Director gives
me freedom to make choices,
from how much I earn to the

administration at the University
6f Texas in San Antonio, and
Christopher Edley, author and
law professor at Harvard Uni
versity.

of the most important sympo
siums the Institute will host

terms on the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission and is chair of the

because we are discussing top
ics that affect the lives of every

Board of Trustees of the Edu
cational Testing Service., She

day people;” said Juel Smith,
director ofthe Institute of Black

also headed the Office of
Minorities in Higher Education

Life. "Our panelists will show
us how much progress women

at the American Council on
Education.

mid minorities have made and
what the future holds for them

In addition to advising

in the areas of herilth. educa

Black Women In Business

national experts in the fields of
law, psychology and educa

Cardenas has served two

President Bill Ginton on affir

tion, economics arid social

mative action and economic
issues, Edley was also a former

Issues.”
The featured speakers for
the two-day event are three

member of Jimmy Carter's
staff, where he worked on wel
fare reform policies.

News Deadline:
4PM MONDAY

"Now the NAACP can let the thousands of our mem
bers who’ve voiced their concerns over the last several
months know that their concerns have been heard and that
progress is on the way. We hope that Merriam-Webster will
follow up on their announcement and implement those
changes in time for the next edition of their dictionary.
"The NAACP has also been asked by concerned citi
zens to review the structure of the company along the lines
of our Economic Reciprocity Initiative. This economic
development initiative is a campaign to bring about a recip
rocal relationship between African-American consumers
and corporate America.
"We will be requesting that Merriam-Webster share
with the NAACP their records on procurement, employ
ment, promotion and the makeup of their board of directors
to determine if a culture within the company has made it dif
ficult for them to recognize why this definition is unaccept
able to millions of Americans."

Alma Singletary

hours I work”, she, expressed.
“Further, you are the only per

son who can determine your
future and the success you
by Dianne Speights
ST. PETERSBURG-Every achieve, she concluded. Fol
day black woman are experi lowing Alma’s leadership are
encing the success and personal other Independent Beauty Con

Suncoast Pharmacy
Council Hosts Annual
Heart Program

Palms of Pasadena Hospital Is
sponsoring their Sixth Annutil
"Gose to Your Heart” Program
on April 4, 1998 from 10:(X)
a.m. -1:30 p.m. at Bethel Com

munity Baptist Giureh. The
church Is located at 1045 16th
Street South. The '‘Gose To
Your Heart” program 1s a free
educational program designed
for the African American com
munity that will tbcus on how

Please see pg. 20

Master of Ceremony Antonio A. Hayes

TAMPA - Community
Women are occupying jobs
Involvement and Commitment
Maggie Sheppard (Director) in all areas of the marketplace Gub of Tampa, Inc. hosted its
who retired from Bayfront Hos and transforming the world we 2nd Anniversaiy Banquet on
pital to run her business and live in. However, with the Sunday, March 1, 1998. The
Diane Speights, (Consultant) proveibial “glass ceiling” loom Doubletree Hotel sparkled with
who retired from Pinellas ing overhead, there are more excitement as the citizens of
County Schools to build her reasons than ever that women Tampa celebrated the theme:
are starting their own business.
business.
“Preparing Our Youth for the
According to the labor
The Direct Selling Associ
Millennium”.
ates (DSA) states that because department, more than 50% of
Mrs. Dorothy York, the
sales people don’t have to wait the American workplace is founder of GC Gub, expressed
for someone else to give them a made up of minorities and her sincere thanks to the mem
raise, they can control how high women, yet it appears that their bers for helping the organiza
and how fast they rise in the advancement is hindered by tion become such an important
oiganization by their own artificial barriers. The time has part of the community. Antonio
efforts. Additionally, everyone come to tear down the “glass Hayes was the Master of Cere
can be successful, since there ceiling”, and many people are mony who introduced Chair
are no educational requirements accomplishing this through self- person, Lou Davis; President,
and no mandatoiy contracts to employment.
Francis B. Doss, and guest
Singletary is available to.
enter or succeed in direct sell
speaker, Mrs. Joyce Latson.
ing; .flexible schedules allow talk to schools and other groups
The CIC Gub of Tampa,
sales persons to combine child on may subjects surrounding Iiic. is organized for the follow
rearing and other schedules her journey to success. For ing purposes: (1) To establish.
allow sales people to combine more information you can reach and maintain more unified
at
898-4290child rearing and other jobs with Singletary
community efforts in encourag
(souree: Workforce 90s).
direct selling,.
sultants and Directors, such as

ing people to do more for them
selves, by themselves, and from
themselves. (2) To recruit peo
ple who are concerned and will
ing to assist in the betterment of
our community. (3) To enhance
more prosperity for citizens in
our community. (4) To “stand
tall together” ; through united
efforts of involvement arid
commitment for “an endow
ment for our children and our
future”. (5) To acquire property
for permanent use for our chil
dren, the community and future
generations, hence, our legacy.
(6) To provide strategies and
techniques that will ensure
greater economic

survival,

mutual survival, Collective sur
vival and independence. Any
one who is concerned about the
betterment of our community
and the welfare of our children
is welcome to join.

Please see pg. 15

Tampa Bay Devil Rays
Ticket Sales Drive
ST. PETERSBURG-The

Pinellas County Urban League
ST. PETERSBURG-The
Suncoast Pharmacy Alumni
Council in conjunction with

Community Involvement
And Commitment Club
Of Tampa, Inc., Hosts
Banquet

Guild and staff will host a
Tampa Bay Devil Ray ticket
sale drive on Saturday, March
21, 1998 from 10:00 a.m. to
3:00 p.m. at the Pinellas County
Urban League headquarters
located at 333 31st Street North,
St. Petersbuig.

The ticket sale drive Is, tor the start of the season which is
the Tampa
Bay
Devil two days later on March 31,
Rays/Florida Marlins baseball attendees will have the opportu
game scheduled for Sunday, nity to see the first team of both
march 29, 1998 at Tropicana ball clubs, including St. Peteis
Field starting at 1:35 p.m. The
buig resident and Florida Mar
tickets will be sold for a 50% lin Supeistar Gary Sheffield.

staff' mid plan to arrive early to

see the Tropifcana Field, as well
as enjoy this big League Base
ball game between two teams
that are destined to become
Florida rivals. Remember, by

purchasing your tickets at the
reduction of the regular per Plan to purchase your tickets Uiban League, you will be ben
game season price. Since this is this Saturday, March 21 from efitting the League's gtxxl work
the last exhibition game before the Urban League Guild and in this community.
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Louise Graham
Regeneration Center
Hires Jaru A. Bogle

Community Bulletin Board
LUomen’s Prayer Retreat

t»y
Marilyn Buckner

Mt. Zion A.M.E.
March 20, 1998

FL’s NAACP President
Gives Pointers To
Democratics On Race
Relations

“U0ICES”: Multi-Racial Dialogue
Saturday, March 28
St. Petersburg Baha’i Center

Leon Russell, President of remedy to reach these youth,
the State of Florida Conference then we can reach that point

Health Fair ‘98

of NAACP branches, and a where race relations can be dis-

Harbor Neighborhood Center
Safely Harbour
See P. 5

national board of directors cussed.
member, spoke on race relaRep. Willie Logan - it’s not
tions in the country, state and about Logan! It’s about respeet.
countiy and the possible impact We (blacks) will not be used as

Teen Health Fair
Mt. Zion Progressiue
- March 21
9:0 0 - 2:00 p.m.

of recent events on the‘98 elec- doormats and remain in your
tions at Greater Pinellas Demo- comer (democrats), the excuses
cratic Club last Thursday at re-fundraising - Logan raised
Banquet Masters.
500k and beat the bush for
As members and patrons of democratic candidates across
the club dined on chicken the state, whereas Rudy Walmarsala and salmon with dill
sauce, Russell stated the recently returned from a national
board of directors retreat at harvard University, and more
recently a public forum at St.
Pete’s USF Bayboro campus, of
the state’s Constitution Revision Commission (which convenes every 20 years, this was
one of 15 meetings scheduled
across the state). Russell added
gun control, gun collectors, and
'sellers were addressed, with

Jaru A. Bogle
□ 1.
rblLKSBURG-ln recycling equipment^ and Ms.
need of additional supervision, Laurita Ford who supervises all
to manage the ever-growing of the assembly production. Mr.
work at the Louise Graham Jaru will be supervising the
Regeneration Center, Jaru warehouse to accommodate

lace speaker ofthe house, raised
$0... Logan’s voting record is
too liberal — Logan voted more Bogle was recently hired.
conservative (on record). “I
Mr. Bogle is a recent gradu
believe it (Logan’s ouster) was ate of the Public Works Acadebased on race, for no reason has my-PTEC, St. Petersbuig, St.
been legitimate”, Russell point- Petersburg, FL. This program is
ed out statements state elected a collaboration with St. Peters
democrats gave to him regard- burg, Jr. College (SPJC) and the
ing their vote to oust Logan, Environmental
Protection
which boarded on the ridicu- Agency (EPA).
ltjus... “so how can we give
, As per the Center’s Execu
100% loyalty from black con- tive Director, Dr. Frank Leeds,
stituents? Candidates and elect-, Ul, the Center’s several busi

many pro collectors and sellers ed officials will have their
input included, “ I live in south accountability based on perforSt. Pete, I need to have a mance, and to reward us for our
gun”...that’s scary” added Russell, because “attitudes reflects

loyalty if the governor s mansion is to retain a democrat in

race relations intolerant, and
that those speakers felt comfort-

this state, we cannot have a
house divided”.

able making such statements in

Russell urged the Democra-

a public arena, and insensitivity

tic party and executive commit-

- speaking without thinking.

tee in Pinellas to identify and

Redistricting and Single- train minority candidates, help
Member Districts'—the discus- with fundraising, and help get
sions are a break through in the them elected.
State of Florida-a major stepRussell walks softly, but he
due to the diversity in the community and taking into

carries a big stick, and on March
17th, that stick will be carried to

account/diversity representation. Several times he made ref-

Tallahassee, where the NAACP
and AFL-CIO will rally on the

erence to Perkins Shelton, who
was present, and his stance on
single-member districts in

capitol steps, with regards to
education, affirmative-action,
equal rights for women, fair,

Pinellas.
effective healthcare and daycare
Parents with Children - in provisions for working parents,
Pinellas schools are not up to fo this state.
speed with regards to the joint
stipulation to the federal deseg-

Unfortunately,
local
NAACP branches didn’t do a

legation order, fo the court academic achievement and raising the expectations of teachers

good job fo public relations by
making the general public, their
members or patrons aware of

and administrators regarding

this rally which will have taken

black pupils, especially the high
' suspension rates, which Pinellas
BPI have stats on already, but
continues to “do a study” to
implement remedies. “These
studies are to justify their decisions”. Pinellas county schools

place when you read this column. More supporters of these
issues would have “gotten on
the bus” if adequate and timely
information was made available.
Race relations need to start

are the 13th largest school district in the country, yet unemployment among black youth

within our communities,
because a “ house divided cannot stand”. For more informa-

Antique Car Show
At Heritage Village

Tammy
M. Jarrett
Reports
To Duty

Pinellas NAACP branch at

want Pinellas, the state, we as a (813) 446-3863.
society demands - we must go

In Science I’m learning
about oxidation solutions, sol
vents, physical and eheipical
changes. Did you know that the
Sunshine Skyway Bridge has

by Khana A. Riley

I’m Khana Riley age 10,
grade 5 and The Weekly Chal
lenger’s newest columnist for

“Kids Comer”. Each week
kids between the ages of 5 and
12 years old can write me about
what they’ve learned in school,
for advice about making and
keeping friends or perhaps if
you’re looking for a pen pal.

This is what I learned fo so many cracks because the
school this week: In Math I particles in the cement have
learned how to multiply 5 digit heat beating down on them.
Until week - Send your let
numbers by 6 digit numbers.
I’ve also learned how to put ters to “Dear Khana” c/o The
fractions into a decimal and a Weekly Challenger, 2500 Dr.
percent. I learned new ways to Martin Luther King Street
divide and multiply. I learned South, St. Petersburg, FL
33705.
parentheses and exponents.
In Language Arts I learned

THEWEEKLY
CHALLENGER

arrived for duty at Camp
Humphreys, Pyongtaek-Gun,

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS

He is the son of David R.
Michie, Sr. of the Bronx, N.Y.
.and Wilma Cameron of St.
Petersbuig.
In 1985, he graduated from
Alfred E. Smith High School,
Bronx.

order fo Pinellas, don't guess
deter from the court order, con
tact your school boaid representative, St. Pete NAACP branch

derful Flight to the Mushroom
Planet”.

C°'

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

and Open House. Bring the food will be available.
entire family out for a fun dayThere’s something for
of nostalgia, vintage and period everyone at the 1998 Antique
Clothing, and other activities Car Show and Picnic fo the Vil
sponsored by the Pin-Mar lage! The event is free and open
Antique Car Club! These will to the public, and the Village's
include musical entertainment, historic structures will all be

The Car Show will feature
antique automobiles 1959 and

report, about verbs, objectives,
pronouns and verbs. I am read
ing a book called “The Won

KELLY AFT, TX-Aimy
Sgt. David R. Michie, Jr. has

South Korea.
Michie, a communications
chief, is assigned to the 52nd
Aviation.

an Easter bonnet/costume con
test, a soap-box oratory contest,
and hoop rolling and gunny
sack races for the kids.

how to do a biography book

Davis Michie,
Jr. Arrives For
Duty

LARGO-On
Saturday, older displayed among Her
April 11,1998 from 10-4, Her itage Village's 22 historic struc
itage Village will be the setting tures by owners dressed fo peri
for the 12th Annual Picnic in od clothing. Enjoy your own
the Village Antique Car Show picnic lunch, or if you prefer,

regards to our students - we at (813) 898-3310 or Upperneed to concentrate on what we

two diverse needs.
The Regeneration Center
has recently expanded its work
ing day by an additional two
hours. According to Leeds, the

center is now recycling over a
million pounds of paper a year;
KELLY AFB, TX-Army
serving approximately 300 Sgt Tammy M. Jarrett has
businesses fo the St. peteisburg arrived for duty at Camp
area. One bf these is the EPA Humphreys, Pyongtaek-Gun,
who sponsored the training pro South Korea.
nesses: Including paper-recy gram.
Jarrett, a photo journalist, is
cling, shrink wrap packaging,
The Regeneration Center the daughter of Joan Webb of
bubble wrap packaging, confi expresses its appreciation to 4645 23id Ave. S., St. Peters
dential shreddfog, and the sell SPJC and EPA for sponsoring burg.
ing of toilet paper and other dis this Public Works Academy.
She graduated in 1982
posable paper goods, necessi
For more information about from St Petersburg Senior
tate the needs for more good the Public Works Academy, one High School and received a
people.
may contact Lyn Harris at 341- bachelor’s degree in 1986 from
Mr. Jaru will be joining Mr. 3219.
Bethune-Cookman College,
Gregory Keys who runs the
Daytona Beach.

are still at an all time high - tion regarding the joint stipulaunemployed, unskilled, no edu- tion to the federal desegregation
cation; “even janitors have to
use a computer”, so, what we
do with our technical centers,
post secondary schools with

better and to coordinate these

Presented By Publix Supermarkets

$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months
Name
Address
City ____

State

Zip Code

Phone
Is this a renewal?_____ If so, who is your carrier?
Due to the rising cost of printing,
Carrier Delivery will now be:
1 Year - $18.00

open for tours.
Heritage Village is located
at 11909-125th Street North,

6 Months - $9.00
Make checks payable to:

The Weekly Challenger

Largo.
For further information call
582-2123.
Lakesha Rivers,
Bright Futures Scholarship recipient

Nexus — Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — Menders
Revlon r- T.C.B. — Bantu

Hires HairsTyling
3427 - 1 ltk Avenue Nortk
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telepk one: 323-8649

back and review stats, develop a

400 - 49th ST. SO.

HIRES
We are all angels with only

Qe&fOlM___

NEW HOURS:
Mon. - Sat. 11:00 AM - 9 PM
Closed Sunday

one wing, we can tty only if we
embrace each other.
Just as a body can be
restored to its original shape
and beauty, we can also, be
restored to our sanity.
If we help others solve their
problems, we.won't have time
to worry about our own.
Life will be easier when we
stop adding up our troubles and
start counting our blessings.

2 Phone Lines For Your Convenience

327-8309 & 328-8309

Time Management 101.
Lakcsha Rixcrs slill schedules free litne.lnil she's
usually studying. Studyinj; is nothing new Io l.akcsha
.
Last spring. she w as awarded one ill Ihe I lorida
Lottery's new Bri^ldFukjres Seliiilarships. \ow.
seventy-live percent ol her tuition is paid lor al
Florida.International I’nivcrsity.
So Ihere's a lillle extra lime lor Lakesha's oilier
activities.- like volunlecrins; at North
'
Shore Medical Center. I here's oven thin
Itir choii praclii e and an aelivc dorm lile
Hie Bright t utiircs program is sending
more hisjh ai lnc\ msj'i loiida iii^h si hool

graduates Io iollese or \ oialional school than
ever 1'elot'e.
Over 42.000 Ireshmen entered lifeviu.fyblte^t’se’
last tali will* lull of p.irti.il si holarsliip lundins;. ,
il all eoiwes h'onidhe I lorida l.oltciv. nieanfos,
il all conies Iroirivoii.
I he l ottery hinds earmarked lorrdtii'alion have
reached an unprecedented '820 bullion l< >i\
education in oui istale. I he Bright I ulirres?,.
S'. holaiship.Pros;rani will n i c;\c ’75, niillioti.I hat's why l akcsha Rivers is still.
spciidins most oi lier lime sludviiiy;.
Shc\ made il into college.
'
■

Florida Lottery

When you play, we all win.
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THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
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African Americans
Must Shed The
Myth That AIDS Is
A Gay Problem
by Earl Ofari Hutchinson
According to a recent report by the Center for Disease
Control, African Americans accounted for nearly one out of
two AIDS-related deaths in 1996 and by the year 2000 will
make up half of all AIDS cases in the U.S. This should
finally put to rest the myth that AIDS is a disease that
affects mostly gays.
But it probably won't. Many African Americans still
equate AIDS with homosexuality. Nation of Islam leader
Louis Farrakhan, some black writers and rappers publicly
call it a deviant and degenerate lifestyle that threatens black
communities. They ridicule black males that don't act like
'real' men as 'sissies' and 'faggots'.
The only comprehensive study that measured black
attitudes toward gays, published in the Journal of Sex
Research in 1995, found that blacks, like many whites, had
not slackened up one bit in their hostility toward gays.
While there was less anti-gay sentiment among the more
educated, less religious and more affluent blacks, many still
continued to heap special scorn on African-American gay
men.
AIDS activists.di&covecedrhowUiardJtTs to-shake the

rampant homophobia anfong . faany: African Americans1
when they begged black churches to designate the first
week of March as a week of prayer and education on AIDS.
Some churches heeded their call, but many others didn't,
even though they have members, family and friends that
■ suffer from AIDS.
But chalking up the fear and loathing that many blacks
have toward gays to ignorance, apathy or indifference is too
easy. From cradle to grave many blacks have believed and
accepted the gender propaganda that the only real men in
American society are white men. In a vain attempt to recap
ture their denied masculinity, many black men mirrored
America's traditional fear and hatred of homosexuality.
They swallowed whole the phony and perverse John Wayne
definition of manhood-that real men talked and acted
tough, shed no tears and never showed their emotions.
Many blacks have listened to countless numbers of
ministers shout and condemn to fire and brimstone any man
who dared think about, yearn for or actually engage in the
’godless'and 'unnatural act' of having a sexual relationship
with another man. If they had any doubts-about it, they
could always flip to the oft-cited line in Leviticus in the
Bible that sternly calls men laying down! with .men 'the
abomination'. The gospel singing Winans sisters drew
heavy fire from some gay groups in 1997 for their anti-gay
single, 'Not Natural', but there were no major protests from
the black qommunities, and their record sales have jumped.
The out-of-sight, out-of-mind exclusion of gays from
black life hinges on the shaky assumption that there are
thousands of gay men lying in wait to subvert traditional
family values. Beyond the fact that no one really knows
how many black or non-black men consider themselves
exclusively gay, much of what passes for traditional family
values has long turned into shambles.
America of the 1990s bears no resemblance to the
country of the 1950s. Today, the majority of women must
work outside the home. They are better educated and are
pursuing careers in business, the professions and the trades.
They have drastically changed the shape of gender and fam
ily relations in America. There are all sorts of family com
binations in the 1990s that were barely imaginable a gener
ation ago. There are single working women, single working
men, grandparents, single sex male and female couples,
step parents, foster parents, designated guardians, foster
homes and even children that are raising children.
It's inevitable that as public attitudes change toward
gays more blacks will come out of the closet, and more of
us will meet'them and get to know them better as people. In
some cases, we may discover that we have known them all
along as family members, friends or acquaintances. This
Will force even more African Americans to re-examine their
defective definitions df manhood and confront their own
homophobia. If they don't, thousands more in black.com
munities will continue to remain at deadly risk from AIDS.
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’Day Of Humiliation’
by Hugh B. Price, President
National Urban League
We've said before that
police mistreatment of lawabiding Africajn Americans

'Day of Humiliation'.
"Ellis Elliott was awak
ened suddenly by an insane
pounding on the metal door

behind his sofa.
"A couple of dozen

him: 'You're nothing but an
animal, nigger. You don't

shots were fired before the
barrage ceased. Only then,

of his Bronx apartment,"

said Mr. Elliott, did he hear
someone call out, 'Police!'...

deserve any clothes'. He was
walked naked down a stair
well to the third floor...
"Meanwhile, police Of
ficers were inside Mr.

and Hispanic Americans is a
problem of the greatest seri
ousness.

Herbert wrote. "It was clear
that someone was trying to
break the door down."

It happens every day on
the streets and highways of
America when African
Americans and Hispanic

"Terrified, Mr. Elliott
leaped naked from his bed
and grabbed the unlicensed
.25-caliber pistol he kept in

Americans are stopped be

a night stand.

cause the color of their skin
fits a police department's

"He ran into the front
room, still naked, and shout
ed: "Who is it? Who is it?"

never done nothing wrong

Finally, in a particularly
sadistic gesture, the officers

in my life'."...
Police officials would

gave him some of his girl
friend's clothes to wear.

"By this time the top
half of the door was caving
in, and most of the door had
been forced • open a few
inches. Whoever it was
would be inside in a morrient. Panicked, Mr. Elliott

later say the raid on Mr.

That's the way he was
dressed when he was taken

'profile' of a likely criminal.
It happens every day in
black and Hispanic neigh
borhoods when individuals
are stopped on the street,,
and their apartments and
homes invaded 'on suspi
cion' of wrongdoing.
The latter is what hap
pened to Ellis Elliott, a New
Yorker-who had never been
in trouble with the law-one
morning late last month. His
ordeal was chillingly de
scribed by New York Times
columnist Bob Herbert
recently in a column titled

fired a warning shot over the
top of the door.
"That shot was an
swered by a fearful barrage
of gunfire. Mr. Elliott dived
behind a table [as]...bullets
pierced a freezer, a reclining
chair, a living room cabinet,
the wall of a closet, the wall

"The cops hollered for
him to slide his gun toward
the door.
"'Yessir', he remem
bered replying. 'Please don't
shoot no more. I didn't know
you were the police. I've

Elliott's apartment was an
honest mistake, Herbert
wrote, then continued:
"But this is what hap
pened to Mr. Elliott before
the mistake was realized:
He was dragged naked into
the fourth-floor hallway, and
his hands were cuffed be
hind his back. He was re
peatedly addressed as nigger
and black mother so-and-so.
He said that when he begged
to be allowed to put on some
clothes, the officers told

Elliott's apartment, wreck
ing the joint. No drugs were
found.
"Mr. Elliott continued to
beg

for

some

clothing.

out on the street in front of a
crowd of onlookers.
"More
humiliation
■awaited him at the 44th
Precinct station house.
'Everybody was looking at
me and laughing,' he said.
'The police officers were
saying, 'Look at Buckwheat'
and 'See how funny they
look when we make these
early morning arrests.'
"He was put in a cell
and left there for some

by the department's mistake.
He remembered one of them

hours, still in women’s
clothes and, for at least part
of that time, still with his
wrists cuffed behind him.
Herbert wrote that Mr.
Elliott's lawyer, Joseph Kel-

.saying: 'You better get a
good lawyer and sue the
[expletive] out of them'."
A study by the Joint
Center for Political, and Eco
nomic Studies found that 81
percent of blacks and 83

ner, 'denounced the reck
lessness of the police breakin and charged that similar

percent of Latinos believe

foul-ups occur more often
than most people realize. He

that police "are much more
likely to harass and discrim
inate against blacks than

said, 'Bullets fly, doors are
smashed with police batter
ing rams, lives are endan
gered and homes ale
wrecked by Keystone Kop

against whites".
In an essay in The State
of Black America 1996,

mentalities that have never
heard
of the
Fourth
Amendment'."
Elliott was released
about 1 A.M. the following

Christopher E. Stone, of
Vera Institute of Criminal
Justice, , wrote, "African
Americans face a paradox
when it comes to crime and

day.

justice. As a group, African
Americans suffer severely
from crime in their commu
nities. Yet, they have
learned, justifiably, to mis
trust the government institu
tions charged with fighting

"He walked home,"
Herbert concluded, "still
clad in women's clothes.
When he got to his apart
ment (which no longer had a
door), he found police offi
cers relaxing in his living
room, eating snacks and

crime."

watching television.
"They seemed amused

Daytona's Welfare Rolls Show Big
Reduction After Reform
Of the 4,200 mothers in
the Daytona Beach area who
were receiving Aid for
Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) checks in
October 1996, only 154
have not found employ
ment, according to informa
tion obtained by the Day
tona. Times. In addition to
this positive information,
mothers in Volusia and Flag
ler County have also been

.reduced from a peak of
approximately 5,500 cases
four years ago to approxi
mately 2,000 cases today.
"Every month we close
cases and add new cases,"
said Darrell Boudreaux,
program administrator for
Economic Self Sufficiency.

told that they will only be
receiving
their
AFDC
checks for two more years.
That's because Florida
has implemented a welfare
reform program that no
longer allows mothers to
receive checks through their

AFDC checks.
The new policy, known
as WAGES, is designed so
that old and future clients
can only receive a maxi
mum of two years' worth of

However, he also noted that
the decrease in caseloads
accelerated when the state
added IhVtime |imit on 'the

child's 18th birthday.
The Times has also
learned that the welfare rolls

checks.
In the past, Boudreaux
said, there were mothers
having babies and staying
on welfare and not working

in this

for up to 30 years.

area

have been

"There wasn't much
urgency for them to find a
job, because there wasn't a
time limit. These 4,000 peo
ple have taken charge • of
their lives and found jobs,"
he said.
Currently, mothers with
no high school diploma or
work experience can be
given an additional 12
months of aid, but after that
runs out, the only help they
will qualify for are food
stamps and Medicaid.
"The bottom line is
there will be no excuses
accepted for them not look
ing' for and finding a job,"
said Boudreaux, referring to
the remaining 154 whose
funds will run out in Octo
ber 1998."
"They need to take us
seriously. We are not going

to change our minds. We
have told' them they need to
go find a job," he said.
Boudreaux did recommend
that women should not pro
crastinate in finding a job
and thus use up all of the
time they are eligible to
receive checks.
He said once they find a
job, the remaining time they
have left of the two years
can be used later if they lose
that job. But he reiterates the
maximum amount of time a
mother qualifies for. aid is
two years, no matter how
many more babies she has.
Currently, a mother
with one child receives $241

will not be able to do what
some mothers have done in
the past; that, is, have more
children to get the extra

a month, and with each
additional child, another
$62 is added to that amount.

tunate in that the economy
has helped us a lot. When
we talk to employment peo

With the new 24-month

ple, they tell us they have a
hard time finding people to

time limit, future mothers

put in jobs. There are jobs
out there," said Boudreaux.
He also insisted that
most mothers he talks with
want to work. To facilitate
this, he said his agency will
provide child care for moth
ers who are looking for a
job. And once they find one

money.
Boudreaux
cautions
mothers whose time, is run
ning out and new mothers
joining the program daily
that he doesn't expect legis
lators to do anything to
change the policy this year,
or to address those people
who don't have a job after
24 or 36 months.
Unless a mother is dis
abled, Boudreaux said there
should be no excuse for her
not finding a job.
"We have been very for

and their AFDC check stops,
the children will be eligible
for;24 months of free child

care.
"If they don't want to
put their child in a child care
facility, we will pay a rela
tive, friend or neighbor to
take care of the child.
However, the cafe giver
must be certified by United
Child
Care,"
said
Boudreaux.

Black Executives Respond To Affirmative Action Attacks
bv William Reed ________
Those who’ve been say

Smith. Smith stresses that
corporate executives must

ing that blacks in Corporate
America haye moved into

not only dispel the distor

America's upper-class and
forgotten the rest of us

Affirmative Action, but also
must document the econom
ic impact of diversity on the

should stop and take a look
at the members and work of
the Business Policy Review
Council's (BPRC). In its
"Corporate Response to
Affirmative Action", the
BPRC makes more than an
endorsement of equal op
portunity and affirmative
action. The group provides
America and corporate lead
ers inspiring and measurable
documentation of the initia
tive and success millions
more blacks are capable of

tions in discussions about

bottom line.
The BPRC is comprised
of the first wave of blacks to
enter Corporate America. It
is an independent organiza
tion founded in 1982 to pro
vide black executives with a
professional network and
forum to share expertise and
give direction on public pol
icy affecting American busi
ness and minorities. Mem
bers of the BPRC are among
blacks that during the 20

color, but by vision, risk tak
ing and natural ability,"
states executive director
Karen McRae. "For African
Americans, the opportunity
to succeed has never been
equitable. Like freedom, op
portunity has had to be
prayed, struggled, legislated
and died for, and even now
hard won and still relative,"
says BPRC treasurer Dr.
Fred Black, a retired GE
executive. The report stress
es that, when opportunity is
extended, the result is often
spectacular success.
The success and those
off these early black pio

when given the chance.

years between

1970 and

neers has been real and re
markable. In 1967 less than
five percent of black fami

-, "The current trend to
dismantle affirmative action

1989 gained upper middleclass status and grew in size

dle-class. By 1987 the figure

makes it imperative for cor
porate executives to respond
to the issue," states the

and clout. For their report,
they invited heads of black
organizations to a Hilton

BPRC report. "Corporate

Head retreat to discuss the

executives must make the
strategic, economic and bot
tom line arguments that
demonstrate how profit mar

national climate of Affirma

had grown to 36 percent.
BPRC members grew in
their careers, possessing
something no generation of
blacks had ever experi

tive Action and how it

enced: a sense of entitle^

affects African Americans.
In the discussions, all agreed

gins, earnings, volume and
market share have been, and
can be, increased by includ
ing African Americans in

that
the
purpose
of
Affirmative Action is to
'create and maintain an envi
ronment where merit can

ment, a belief in the right to
have access. They're now
using that access to build for
future generations of blacks

corporate employment, con
tracting, advertising and

prevail'.
"BPRCers have proven

professional services," says
BfRC Chairman Hilton O.

that in free enterprise, suc
cess is not measured by skin

focus on the bottom line,
and the bottom line is that

evolves from a monolithic
entity to one that's inclusive

there are distinct advantages
in adopting programs that
attract, retain and develop a
diverse workforce," senior

and rich in cultural diversity,
everyone benefits," states

black executives are saying.
"When an organization

having workforces that mir
ror their marketplaces."

Blacks' most effective
voice to big business, the
BPRC report shows, is
through increased diversity
and inclusiveness that orga
nizations grow and enhance
their ability to compete.

the BPRC. And; they say:
"All businesses benefit from

"Since I hurt my back at the plan!
. can't return to my old job.
Fortunately, my Workers'
Compensation lawyer included <
good retraining program in my be
fits. Now I've found work I'm qua
fied to do, even with my disability

In our state, Workers'
Compensation laws are very
complex. If you have a job-relat
ed injury or occupational dis
ease, our experienced Workers'
Compensation attorneys can be
sure you are adequate
ly compensated.

lies counted among the mid

and minorities. They say
Corporate America cannot
afford to be drawn into
political rhetoric condemn
ing Affirmative Action.
"Top executives must

Sr irl
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ATTORNEY AT LAW

NATHANIEL W. TINDELL, II
Tampa: 205 West Buffalo Ave., Suite 103
Tampa, FL 33603 - (813) 237-3560
Clearwater / St. Petersburg - (813) 443-1835.
Bradenton / Sarasota - (813) 748-2952
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Coalition Holds 2nd Annual Convention___

Joe Johnson

Lou Brown

Gwen Reese

Roger Clendening

Marva Dennard

The highlight of the Friday
night session was the. keynote
speech by Willie ‘Mukassa’
Ricks, a veteran of the Civil

workshops. A full report is
being prepared and will be
released in next weeks edition.

Rights and Nationalist struggle.

Elections were held and the
Convention was adjourned.

Ricks, who actually coined the
phrase “Black Power”, educat
ed the crowd as he told first

Convention Chair Roger Clen
dening thanked all of the partic
ipants and gave special thanks

Inner Visions Arf
Gallery —-—------

U.S. Term Limits Fowler
And Canady On
Reaffirmation Of Term

PETERSBURG- bouncing around until I got to
art; seems all was prelude even
bay areas oldest African Ameri though I had no cdnscious plan
can art gallery, opens its spring or interest in becoming an artist.
exhibition schedule with I could always draw but this
Switzerland artist Jean Schnei was a fact, of no significance to
der.
me - always aware of art as

WASHINGTON, DC - after a few years inside the belt
land. She continued her drawing courses through 1986. Representatives Trllie Fowler way, they are still citizen legisJeanne studied with Gita nnd Charles Canady today reaf- lators.”
Kaiser-Roth, a pupil, of Moses firmed their previous pledges
“With all the corruption in

profit grassroots organization

Soyer, and with thefamous
serve no
more than four Washington and the cynicism it
magic realist painter, Marion ^erms ’n lhe U.S. House of generates',
Representatives
Waghsall.
Representatives. They were Fowler and Canady are a

level to the concept of a citizen
legislature. For more informa
tion or to interview a term limit

The opening is scheduled crnigratulated on their reaffir- breath of fresh air,” Jacob
for Sunday, March 22, 1998' mation statements by U.S. added.

leader,

Grady Terrell III; Recording

Bom in New York, Jean
Schneider at the age of eight

Secretary, Joann Murray; Cor
responding Secretary, Rodney

went to Trinidad with her West
Indian parent where her father

workshops and brought back

Bennett. The committee chairs
are: Education, Martin Rainey;

resolutions that were voted as
the 1998 agenda. Education,

Political Action-Omali Ye
shitela; Cultural-Brad Dedmon

practiced dentistry.
She returned to New York
to complete her last year of high

Political

and Ranetta Mobley; HealthDr. Carolyn Cobb; Economic
Development-Grady Terrell IH;
Youth-Rodney Bennett; Law
and Justice-Tomeka Wright;
Spiritual Advisor-Rev. Manuel

hand of his experiences work
ing beside Stokley Carmichael,
Fannie Lou Hamer, Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. as well as, the
Coalition’s

own

Omali

Yeshitela.
On Saturday, the Conven
tion was addressed by Omali
Yeshitela, who gave the politi
cal report. After adoption, the
Convention broke down into

Action,

Cultural,

Health, (a new workshop facili
tated by Dr. Carol Cobb), Eco
nomic Development (attended
and addressed by Joseph John
son, Economic Development
Director of the City of St.
Petersburg), Youth and Law &
Justice were the' topics of the

to the Uhuru Food Cooperative,
who offered food and refresh
ments both days. The 1998
Officers of the Coalition of
African American Leadership,
Inc. are Chair, Lou Brown; Cochair, Gwen Reese; Treasurer;

Sykes, and Housing-Delores
Fletcher.

ST.

InnerVisoins Art Gallery the

school at Geoige Washington
High School, enrolled in the
same class for foreign language
with Henry Kissinger..
Jean holds two master’s
degrees and a doctorate that she
earned at Columbia University.
Says Schneider, I kept

something to look at in New
York’s finest museums. In our
family, art is an avocation - not
a serious vocation.
But art soon became a seri

from 3:00 - 6:00 p.m. The pub- ^erm Limits Executive Direclic is welcome to visit the torPauUac°fi-

gallery at 21 Dr. Martin Luther
The .term limit pledges
King,
Jr.
Blvd.
South
(formerly
Representatives
Fowler and
ous vocation for Jeanne, as she
9th
Street
South).
The
Gallery
Canady
made
in
1992
set them
began her career as a sculptor
during her two years of study in hours are Tuesday thru Satur- aPart ^rom politicians who
.were lookinS t0 cash in on a
New York, 1976-78. Unable to day 10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
pursue her interest in sculpting
she began drawing class at Klub
Shul Migros in Zurich, Switzer-

OUSCK
REFUND

For

information career 'n Washington,” said
Jacob. "Reaffirming those
please call (813) 898-8304.
pledges confirms that even

U.S. Term Limits is a non
dedicated to the cause of return
ing the government at every

contact

Adam,

Bromberg at (202) 463-3200.

Black Owned &
Operated
21 Years

more

WELCH

Star 16

0™

Featuring
*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum
magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995

Accounting
& Tax
Service

Healthy Start Coalition Relocates
To Abilities Of Florida Campus
ST. PETERSBURG-The
Healthy Start Coalition of
Pinellas, Inc., has a new home.
The Coalition’s administrative
offices are now located in Abil
ities of Florida, Inc., at 2735
Whitney Road, Clearwater,
33760. With new offices come
a new phone and fax number.
Tile main Coalition line; is
(183) 507-6330; the fax num
ber is (813) 507-6331.
After five years as part of
Honeywell’s campus on the
corner of U.S. Highway 19 and

Ulmerton Road, Healthy Skirt
vacated its space there because
of Honeywell’s recent growth.,
"Honeywell served as a
responsible and faithful com
munity partner for the past five
years, but their growing busi
ness was a the impetus tor us to
find a new office location,” said
Connie Smith, executive direc
tor of Healthy Strirt Coalition of
Pinellas. "Abilities of Florida
came forward with an excellent
opportunity for a new commu
nity partner. We are pleased to
align ourselves with such a

worthwhile organization.”
The Healthy Skirt Coalition
of Pinellas is a non-profit, com

WILL
COMPETE
WITH ALL
FAST

munity -based partnership of
consumers, business and com

REFUND

munity advocates, and medical,
providers, it is a part of a
statewide effort aimed at pre
venting premature birth, low
birthweight, infant /mortality
and reducing teen pregnancy.
Coalition members are avail
able as resources for maternal
and child health Lssues in Pinel
las County.

- Offering -

FK F$

and 1996! M-F 6-10am.
*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe
Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan
Summers, Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
* Al B. Evenings 7 pm-12am.
Saturday mornings
and Sunday with Heavenly
Inspirations.

FAST REFUND - 2-4 Days
ELECTRONIC FILING - 3 - 4 Weeks
No Appointment Necessary During The Week
1601 Sixteenth Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33^05

PHONE: 894-0511 /823-7910

Fqr ADVERTtsjNG Call
Rinita Anderson, Sales Manager
327-9792

REQu ST LINE 864-1600

• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday thru Friday 10:00 am to 8;()l) pm
Saturday 9:00 am to 3:00 pm • Sunday

By Appointment

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711
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Sigmas Launch Project R.O.N.K. Blacks & Whites Join
For Social Justice
ST.
PETERSBURG-A
new era in the struggle fbr social
justice and economic develop
ment in st. Petersburg begins on
Saturday, March 21, when
black and white citizens come
together to found the Coalition
for Social Justice at the Univer
sity of South Florida’s St.
Petersburg campus.
While these have been spo
radic periods of cooperation
between the Black struggle and
some progressive Whites in St.

ST. PETERSBURG - St.
Petersburg Alumnae Chapter
of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorori
ty, Inc. is providing Project
R.O.N.K. (Reaching out Nur
turing Kids) through a recent
Weed and Seed grant from the
City ot St. Petersburg.

Children between the ages
of 5 and 15 will be served. This
project was designed to pro
vide activities that will build
self esteem, extend their educa
tion, and enrich their lives. Fun,
games, field trips, and enter
tainment are vital parts of this

project. Registration for Project
R.O.N.K. will take place on
Saturday, March 21 from 11 to
1 pm at the Enoch Davis Cen

Sorors of Sigma Gamma Rho
are pleased to reach out and
make a difference in the lives of
youth. For more information,

ter, 111118th Avenue South.
contact Mary McGarrah at
All activities will be con 823-5085.
ducted in the Weed and Seed
area, and will be announced.

social responsibility, political medical attention may save
many of the brain cells in the
action apd media.
The conference will adjourn surrounding area. Hear are the
at 4:30 p.m. The public may call warning signs of a stroke:

USF Bayboro Campus in Davis
Hall, room 130. The campus is

WE HAVE
MONEY
ORDERS
PLAY
LOTTO
HERE

TAMPA-The
Upward program serves Polk, Hillsbor
Bound Program at the Universi ough and Manatee Counties.
ty of South Florida, Tampa An area center is in each county
campus, has agreed to accept 20 tor the 125 students enrolled in
tenth grade students from St. the program.
Upw.ird Bound Ls a pre-col
Petersburg in its summer resi
lege
program for high school
dential program. The students

staff will meet with prospective Hollins High School, Gwen
students and their parents on dolyn Anderson-Lakewood
Thursday, April 16 at 7:00 p.m High School, Julia Latimorein the media center at Gibbs Northeast High School, Angela
McCloud-Osceola
High
High School.
Applications
can
be School, and Pamela Jonesobtained from the following Pinellas Park High School.

WE
ACCEPT

will be housed in one of the youths from low income fami
campus dormitories ;md trike lies and potential first genera
Sasic pre-college courses that tion college students who have

individuals at the student’s
respective high school: Rose

STAMPS

Mr. Robert Davis and his

New Cabinetmaking
Program At Erwin
TAMPA-This program County schools. Please call
will prepare students for 231-1815 for additional infor
employment as cabinetmakers mation
by providing the basic knowl
edge and skills required to
become precision woodwork
ers. We added this workforce
development program to our
lourse schedule to accommo
date the needs of the local
industry.
The program will be one
year in length. Financial Aid is
available for qualifying stu
dents.
Erwin is located at 2010 E.
Hillsborough Avenue
in
Tampa. Erwin Technical Cen
ter is part of Hillsborough

We welcome
your letters
to the editor.

Send Us News!

If you have informa
tion that might make,a
good article for this
paper, send it in, and
we'll try to use it in an
upcoming issue.

tySCGUwT VaRzY STORE
2225 9th Street South • Sl. Petersburg, Florida

894-2412

information.

HealthFair ‘98

There will be on-going
screenings from top Pinellas
County health care facilities,
Morton Plant Mease and other
quality health care providers.
Door prizes and over 20
free bike safety helmets will be
given away. Youngsters will
enjoy face painting by clowns

during the regular term. The

898-1042 or 821-6620 for more

from the Comedy Connection.
Hundreds of dollars worth
of screenings and lab tests, all at
a price you can afford.
If you have not had a recent
physical, you owe it to yourself
and loved ones to come on by.

reduced.
Hear are the warning signs
of a heart attack:
•Feeling faint and to the stom
ach, then you begin to sweat;
•Feelings like a heartburn. Note

thing Ls pressing on you or as
though you are not getting
enough air to breathe;
•The pain spread to your shoul
der and arm.
If you or someone else is
having these symptoms, please
do not wait. Get prompt med
ical attention, Call 911 or seek
immediate emergency treat

•Weakness or numbness in the
face, arm or neck;
ment. And remember, prompt
•Sudden severe headache with medical attention increases the
no apparent cause;
chances for survival, rehabilita
•Sudden blurred or decreased tion and recovery.
vision;
If you are at risk, please see
•Difficulty speaking or under your doctor, immediately.
standing and;
Next week we will discuss
•Loss of balance when accom how you can reduce your risk
panied by one or more warning for stroke, diabetes and heart
signs.
disease.

What is a heart attack?

You can’t lose-you can only
win!

In the meantime, I can be
A heart attach occurs when reached at (813)786-9574 if
a blood vessel (known as an you have questions relating to
artery) to the heart bursts or diet, nutrition (food) and heart
becomes clogged, and the blood disease.

So don’t foiget-mark your
calendar now.
The Health Fair‘98 is fund
ed by the Juvenile Welfare
Board of Pinellas County.
For more information, call
791-8255.

You! Can Hake A Differencehelp support our paper by.
patronizing our advertisers!

The One And Only

RAJAX

ATM
MACHINE
ACCEPTED

In The South Side

HOURS

MEAT MARKET

MONDAY SATURDAY
8:00 A.M.8:00 RW

• FREE DELIVERY ON PURCHASES OVER $25.00

FOOD

flow to the heart is cut off or is

blood vessel (known as an to seniors: Please, do not con
artery) to be the brain bursts or fuse this sign with a typical
becomes clogged, and the blood heartburn;
flow to the brain is cut off or is •Chest pain. It feels as if some

can community.

ty Haibor Neighborhood Fam
ily Center, 935 Main Street,
Suite C-4.

are scheduled in their respective need tor academic support in
high schools. These students order to successfully pursue a Hollins High School, Cynthia
will also Ire eligible tor the aca program of education beyond . White-Gibbs Senior High
School, Sadie Reed-Dixie
demic program which is held high school..

the African American Leader
Last week’s article dealt
ship Coalition will welcome with the risk factors for stroke
delegates, followed by brief tes and heart disease. This week
timonials by, among others, will list the warning sighs for
Dolores Fletcher of the Jordan both stroke and heart disease.
Park Tenants Association,
What is a stroke?
Attorney Mark Kamleiter, a
A stroke occurs when a

keynote presentation by Omali reduced. If the blood flowing to
Yeshitela, chairman of the the brain is cut off or reduced
Uhuru Movement, the after for too long, the brain cell
noon will consist of workshops becomes starved of oxygen and
on the legal front, artists for nutrients. However prompt

Family Center will hold Health
Fair ‘98 on March 21, 1998,
from 10am to 2pm at the Safe

mary Branch-Boca Ciega High
School, Sadie Reed-Dixie

by: Yvette Crews,
R.D., L.D. \ -

goods. The conference will
begin business at 10:30 a.m. At
10:45, Lou Brown president of

Social Justice will create an on
going oiganization to overcome
a history of systematic police
containment and economic
injustice in the African Ameri

SAFETY HARBOR-The
Safety Haibor Neighborhood

The Ebony Scholars Com
mittee is veiy proud to bring this
program back to St. Petersburg.
The committee was successful
in this endeavor with the able
assistance of State Representa
tive, Rudy Bradley.

a.m. will be signing in, accom
panied by coffee and baked

Petersburg, the founding con
ference of the Coalition for

located at 140-7th Avenue
South in St. Petersburg. At-10

USF To Accept 20 Students For Summer Program

Save.
AJJilfiU!

representative of the family of
TyRon Lewis and William
Heller, Dean University bf
South Florida. Following the

The conference will-be held
oh Saturday, March 21st at the

5

821-3068
2327 - 9th Street South (M.L.King)
St. Petersburg, Florida

QUALITY MEATS
Bring Any
Store Meat
Plan
We Will Beat lt
1st by Price,
then 100% by
Quality and
Service

SUNDAY
7:00 A.M. 5:00 P.M.
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Community Involvement

From Pg. 1

Summer
Jobs
Available
In Tampa

USF Chapter Of The NAACP
Gets Strong Start

TAMPA-The Tampa Re
creation Department is current

TAMPA-The
newly
formed University of South

ly recruiting Recreation Leader

Florida chapter of the NAACP
is moving toward the goal of points to the efficiency of thenbuilding its local chapter while board and the high level of
working to increase social and motivation among the students
political awareness in the com as the main forces that have
munity.
helped to get their chapter start

Trainees for full time summer
employment. Applicants must
be at least 18 years old, have a
high school diploma (GED
acceptable) and have some
experience working with chil

The new chapter has, as of

Applicants must be able to
work outside. The rate of pay is
$6.00 per hour. Employment is
from June 8-August 14,1998.

Dorothy York, Founder of 0550 CIC Club of Tampa

Completed applications paid members, has been the pri
must be turned in prior to April / mary goal driving the board
30, along with a valid driver’s since the beginning of the orga
license, picture identification nization on campus in the early
car or birth certificate and a
Social Security card.
For more information,

struggle!” is what this chapter
hopes to stand for.
Increasing the university
community ’s civic awareness is
one of the major objectives of

the organization, The NAACP
Februaiy, reached the member
The, USF Chapter will con- national campaign, “Stop the
ship level necessary to be con .tinue its membership drive in Violence, start the love,” is a
sidered an official chapter of the coming months, with the goal step toward this awareness. This
National Association for the of making as many members of program, taking place March
Advancement of Colored Peo the campus and local communi 28, 1998 is a pledge to work
ple. This level, of at least 35 ty as possible aware of the orga together to end violence, espe

dren or some educational back
ground working with children.

Speaker Joyce Latson

feelings among members when chapter is one that the members
she said, “We are just really hold in high esteem: “Being
excited to be on campus.” She true to the vision; loyal to the

fall of this school year.
The executive board has

please contact Tampa Recre
ation at 274-8615. Applica
tions may be picked up at 1420

been working not only to
increase membership, but also
to build their oiganization from
within. Membership Coordina

North Tampa Street, MondayFriday 8:00 - 5:00 p.m.

tor Tanya Abilock expressed the

ed.

nization and its work. People cially violence among teens and
from all races, ethnic back .young adults. Members of the
grounds and age groups are
encouraged to join!
Chapter President LaShate
Keys sees unity as the number
one goal of this new chapter.
The oiganization is striving to
become a unifying force for all
of the groups on campus.
The motto for the new

university and Tampa Bay
communities will be asked to
sign a pledge to avoid all acts of
violence in the coming year, to
help others avoid using violence
as a solution and to live in the
spirit of unity. It’s a pledge to
become part of the solution
instead of being part of the
•oblem.

National Week Of Investment And ‘Pay Day
L-R: Chairperson Lou Davis and
President Frances B. Doss

WINSTON-SALEM, NC
- A National Week of Invest
ment and “Pay Day’.’ will be
held April 20-24 to increase
African Americans awareness
of the need to save and invest.
Key activities for this event
will be:

• Call for blacks to invest an
additional $25 or more in sav
ings, stocks, bonds or mutual
funds on Friday, April 24, “Pay
Day”.
• Call for blacks who do not
save to begin saving on Friday,
April 24.\
• Call for
blacks to form investment

clubs.
• Call for existing invest
ment clubs to hold a meeting
this week and make an invest
ment this week.
• Call for black investment
professionals to host seminars
and internet chat rooms during
this week.

• Call for students to partic
ipate in student essay contest,
“Why We Need to Save
Money”.
For more information
about the National Week of
Investment, please call (336)
922-6240.

At AmSouth, our whole approach to banking is simple. When you meet needs, relationships flourish. You need
convenience. We give you ways to bank with us 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. You need value. That’s-why we offer
absolufelv free cheeking with one direct deposit per month. No minimum balance. No monthly fee. Unlimited cheek
writing. Absolutelv free checking. Visit any branch or call us at 1-800-AMSOUTH. There’s never a charge to talk with us. You have needs. We meet needs. Life’s good.

JXmSouth bank
THE RELATIONSHIP PEOPLE
www.amsouth.com
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Black History Pageant Awards Banquet
Nearly 200 people, attended
the 20th Anniversary Awards

the three “angels”, people who
raised the most money for the
Black Histoiy Pageant: Felicia

. Banquet of the Black Histoiy
Pageant recently, which was
held at Bethel Community
Baptist Church, 1045 16th St.
. S. The Awards Banquet was

Edwards, lhe first place winner.
The 20th Anniversary chaiiper

also held as a tribute to Flonell
Y. Myles, who has been the

son, Eula W. Bennett, also
received an award from the

wardrobe mistress for the

committee, along with two
members of her committee
who were present: Carolyn
Hardnett and Sandra McClen
don. Black History Pageant

Johnson, third place; Opal
Biggs, second place and Ada

pageants for 20 years. In a hall
decorated with African figures,
candles on the table, African
music in the background, a
spirit of rejoicing could be felt

committee members received
medallions commemorating
the 20th Anniversary and their

as participants and workers
were congratulated for a job
well done.

work.

Some 70 young people
ranging in age from 10 to 21
received trophies for their stel
lar performance on Sunday,
Feb. 8, at Bayfront Center’s

But the program honored
Mrs. Myles, a wife, mother,
grandmother, dedicated church
worker, who has woven her
own magic by making each

Mahaffey Theater. Each year,

pageant come to life for the
audience through the selection
of the costumes. Twenty years

the Black History Pageant
committee has a banquet for
the participants, their parents
and family members, Frances
Williams, assistant pageant

ago, when approached by
Peggy
Peterman,
founder/director, about dress
ing the 15 young people who

coordinator, was in chaige of
this year’s banquet.
The participants and guests

would present the First Black
History Pageant, Mrs. Myles
readily consented. Through the

were entertained by the Kuum
ba .Dancers and Drummers
under the direction of Natalie
Jackson, who ended her pro

the help of her mother Mabie
Young, Willie Mae Clark and
Charlie Baiber, she made the

gram with the singing of the
South
African
National
Anthem, which Mrs. Jackson
taught the participants for their
1998 production. Young partic
ipants from the pageant were in

slave outfits worn in the
pageant.
Everyone enjoyed a meal
of baked chicken, yellow rice,

chaige of the program. Christo
pher Warren was the master of

candied yams, string beans,
rolls salad, topped off with ice

ceremonies. Terrence Jamison
gave the opening prayer and
Nya Brown read the scripture.
Eveiyone present *sttxxl and
recited the Pledge for African
Americans which was led by

cream and cake. All of this was

Dwight Gifford, Jr. Rhonda
Rembert, pageant coordinator
and Teresa Riggs, drama
coach, handed out the trophies
to the participants. Pastor
Manuel L. Sykes made
remarks and Minister Frank
Peterman, Jr. gave the benedic
tion.

iDm»n

years, she has sewn many of
the costumes. This year, with

Keotwvwtt & Penck CM

INDOOR & OUTDOOR DINING

Fine Dining in a
Relaxed, Casual
Atmosphere

served by parents of partici

Reservations Accepted but not required.
Live Entertainment Wed. thru Sun.

pants, and pageant committee
members. The meals were pre
pared by Richard Drayton of
Bethel Community Baptist
Church, with the assistance of
Pauline Payton, Julia Ray?*
Elnora Florence, Mary Walker,
James Myles, Zeke Sims and
Frances Williams. For further
information about the Black
History Pageant for 1999,
please call 822-7674 or 327-

Visit Our Upstairs Tropical Beach Bar & Grille
709 Gulf Way, St. Pete Beach • 367-9500

9869.

Awards were also given to

Advertise In The Tampa
Edition Of
TlTeWeeklu
Cltaflettger

Sometimes,
The Fire in Your
Belly is Not a
Good Thing.

• Business Ads
• Birthday Pictures
• Special Section Ads
•Church Ads
Redesign your old gold and jewelry

Advertise In The

Custom Jewelry
byO$/eW
Master Jeweler Si •
Designer of Fine jewelery

Repairs while you wait

Charlie Ak:

The Market Place

Master Jeweler

Saturday & Sunday Only ;■

(904) 696-7690
Pager 846-3145

I-95 North Exit 128
Row

hieksonville, FL

DESIGNS
essentials

Paper That's
Challenging Your

B Booth 23-27

Competition

Professional Hair Care Products
You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

*

WAVE
BV DESlGN T

Artistic Hair Fashion

Creative-N-style

321-6802

321-4840

321-9322
Center Stage Umsex Salon

328-1900

A-Queen Beauty Salon

327-4074

Angela's Hair Safar!

327-5241

Helen's Beauty Salon

327-5182

323-4840

Call 1-800-388-6684 for information on a
location near you.
Whatever you call it, here are the
symptoms
• ongoing or recurrent stomach
discomfort or pain'after meals
• a long-lasting, unpleasant feeling of
fullness after normal-sized meals

Study participants will receive
• Compensation for study-reiated
time and travel expenses
• Free study-related health care

• a bloated feeling in the stomach after

Carla's Hah? Affa!R
Yog/s Hair Studio

Sometimes it’s called functional dyspepsia. Other times they call it non-ulcer
dyspepsia. If you have diabetes, they may call it diabetic gastroparesis. Your
grandmother may have called it terrible indigestion.
If you are over 18, you may be eligible to participate in a national research
study of a new investigational medicine for it.

C&C Hair Design

Robert's Hair Salon

Emerald City

447-3090

866-7070

447-4548

meals
• inability to finish normal-sized meals
because of early fullness
• nausea after meals
• excessive belching after meals
• vomiting after meals

PHARMATEX
RESEARCH, LLC
Multi-Specialty Clinical
Research Group
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North Central Florida
Society In
Ocala
by
Florence Williams Ray

Organizers Put
Finishing Touches
On 1998 College
Showcase
MLAMI-Grganizers for the

to either participate or speak

may do so during lhe three days
of fun, entertainment and infor
mation sessions. Join thou
sands of people in Orlando for
the College Showcase at the
Qarion Plaza.

with college recruiters. The
1998 College Showcase is

. This is an opportunity to
exhibit jeweliy, t-shirts, ceram

scheduled for April 8-11 at the

ics, and other items to college

Qarion Plaza Hotel, in Orlan

representatives, college gradu
ates and high school students.
It’s affordable and fim!
For additional information,

1998 College Showcase are
putting the finishing touches on
the 1998 College Showcase. To
date, thousands have registered

do, Florida.
Events include: College
Fair; Extravaganza, Work
shops; Football Combine; Bas
ketball Combine for girls and
boys; National Step Show;
Battle-of-the-Bands; and net
working sessions for high

Officer Leander "Butch" Jones
in the fight against racism and
Jones Recognized
In recognition of Black His
tory Month, the Ocala Police
Department recognized the late
Officer Leander “Butch” Jones
who was employed by the

injustice shown against blacks

during the 1960’s, Ibe efforts
produced many leaders who
blazed the way for equality. Our
Great Civil Rights Leader
Ocala Police Department for Frank G. Pinkston was a prod
approximately 20 years as a uct of this environment
Covenant Missionary Bap
patrolman and detective.
He was sworn in as a tist Church is located at 606
reserve patrolman on Septem S.W. Broadway, Ocala
ber 3,1960. During his employ
Lay Day Observance
ment he underwent training in

at St Paul

several areas including Supervi
The Lay Oiganization of St
sion of Police Personnel, Arson Paul AME Churdi, Ocala, will
Devices and Malicious use of observe its annual Lay Day
Explosives, Homicide Investi- Observance on Sunday, April
i gation. Advanced Interrogation 26,1998 at 4 p.m.
Techniques and obtained certifi
The program will include
cates in Career Development one of our outstanding ministers
for Intermediate Training.
of the gospel and the culmina
On March 21,1969, Officer tion of their Baby of the Year
Leander “Butch” Jones was contest. They are asking the
seriously wounded when he public to participate in their sou
went to investigate a fracas at a venir book. The ads are as fol
barber shop on West Broadway. lows: Full page - $50.00; half
Jones was in a business estab page - $25.00; One fourth page
lishment next door to the baiber - $15.00; one eighth page $8.00
shop when he heard a fight tak and patrons $3.00 and up.
ing place. He went to investi
Marie Y. Dixon-Jones is
gate, and while attempting to president William E. Jackson,
disarm a citizen, he was shot. A 1st Vice President; Brother
bullet also struck a customer James D. Sykes, Sr., D.D., Pas
tor.
and another nicked the baiber.
Corporal Jones left the

The public is invited to
department on January 13,1976 attend the grand celebration.
Reunion Committee
and died on March 2,1984 of a
To Meet
heart attack.
Starting
in April, the
Church Celebrates

99th Anniversary
The pastor, officers and
members of Covenant Mission
ary Baptist Church, invite you
to help celebrate their Church’s
99th Anniversary beginning
Sunday with Old Fashion Day.
At 11:00 a.m. on March 22,
1998, the Rev. Timothy Robin
son will deliver the morning
message. Dinner will be served
on the church’s ground after ser
vice.

Paine College, Peace Corps,
Savannah State University,

the comer of Sunset Harbor

FOOD LION

case is to help teach students
about the college admissions
process and help them realized
the importance of receiving a
higher education.
Volunteers will be asked to
assist with all of the activities
for the showcase.
Individuals or organiza
tions interested in volunteering
during the College Showcase
should
office.

contact

NBCAR’s

Businesses interested in
displaying their wares during

member of President Qinton’s
Board of Advisors on Histori
cally Black Colleges and Uni
versities, a lifetime member of
the NAACP, and a member of
the Business Policy Review
Council and the Public Rela
tions Scx:iety of America.
Shieffelin & Somerset Co.
is the sole United States
importer tor such renowned

Noel
Hankin
from pg. 9

brands as Moet & Chandon
Champagne, ,
Hennessy
Cognacs, Tanqueray Gin and
Johnnie

Walker

Scotch

and gave the church its name
For those who missed their
were Henry Chandler and fam food pick up on February 10,
ily, Sallie Goins and daughter. 1998, U.S. Department ofAgri
Jack . Lanbright and family, culture Surplus Commodities

Whiskies.
Hankin resides in Manhat

Patsy Moigan and family, Lula will be distributed in Ocala on
Anderson and husband. Mother March 24,1998.
Graham, ;uid Duhart Murray.
. The distribution sponsored
Under that Rev. O.V. by the Mid Florida Community

daughters.

Road and 73rd St. in Summerfield, on Tuesdays of every
Week.

Galilee’s services to please do happy that he and his family
became part of the Mt. Olive
so.
Church family.
Please come out arid join in
Coordinator for the Bellview this most joyous occasion. The
Publix Supermarket states that services on the 19th and 20th
she and 13 other employees are will begin at 7:30 p.m. and
Mentors for one of the area 11:00 a.m. on the 22nd.
Tamika Gadson, Training

schools.
Her group goes to Belle
view Elementaiy School and
works with several students.?’
This involves, she says “not
only support in academic areas
but emotional support as well.” ■
*

Galilee Christian Church

i|s

zj:

*

Mt. Olive Baptist Church of
where the Rev. Greg Finnie is Summerfield will be celebrat
Pastor states that he is very ing their Pastor’s Anniversary
proud of the fact that in their on March 19 thru 22nd.
Sunday School Department,
The Rev. Leroy Harris, who

REWARD!
For any information
leading to the person
or persons responsible
, for vandalizing the Weekly Challenger
newspaper boxes.
Call 896-2922 with
any information.

MVP MILLION DOLLAR
GIVEAWAY

The mission of the Show

appreciated.
For further information,
please contact Eartha Cotton

Pinkston, the present Edifice Services, Inc. will lie from 1-5
was built. He has been pastor p.m at Howard Academy, 306
since 1949. Covenant was the N.W. Seventh Avenue.

653-7755 or (407) 855-9343.

ty of West Florida, U.S. Air
Force and U.S. Naval Acade
my.
The National Black Col
lege
Alumni
Reunion
(NBCAR) is currently seeking
volunteers to help during the
1998 College Showcase, April
8-llth.

Hankin also is a co-founder
and treasurer of the Ihuigood
Marshall Scholarship Fund, a

during the fall of 1899. Some of March 24th.
the members who organized
USDA Commodity

This service is held at New
Hope A.M.E. Church located at

sity of North Florida, Universi

class to participate in this grand
affair, your presence at the plan
ning sessions will be greatly

Happy birthday greetings
place from 8:(X) a.m. to 1:00 go out to Lester Kinsler, March
p.m.
20th; Thomas Jones, March
The Covenant Missionaiy 2lst; Roosevelt Bell, March
Baptist Church was organized 23rd and Ronald Jones, Jr.

persons to please join her and
her Prayer Partners for their
“Noon Day” Prayer Service.

lege, Tuskegee University,
University of Georgia, Univer

the 1998 College Showcase

Birthday Greetings

Mrs. Elizabeth Carr, a resi
dent of the community of
Weirsdale invites all interested

Shaw University, St. Augus
tine’s College, Tougaloo Col

Howard Academy High Grand
Reunion Committee will meet
eveiy Thursday at 5 p.m. at the
Howard Academy Community
Center in Ocala. This year they
are asking membeis from each

Thompson at 873-3601, or
The David and Goliath Maigaret Taylor at 732-5957.
Group of Covenant is sponsor Thompson Is reunion coordina
ing a Fish Fry on Saturday, tor.
March 21, 1998 at the church.Donation is $5.00 ;uid will take

Riddle University, Indiana Uni
versity, Livingstone College,

South Marion
Community News

contact the National Black Col
lege Alumni Reunion at (305)

school students.
Several colleges that plan to
attend include:
Albany State University,
Benedict College, BethuneCookman College, Claflin Col
lege, Florida A&M University,
Florida Memorial College, Fort
Valley State College, Embiy

Rosetta
Cohen
Forshee

the Youth have become a very resides in Winter Garden, Flori
da has been the Pastor here
strong unit.
He invites anyone that since 1991. He is a great leader
would like to visit one of and the congregation is very

tan with hls wile of 24 years,1
Gwendolyn. They have two

Most Stores
OPEN U HOURS
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North Central Florida
Board Of Literacy Volunteers
In America —-------——
NEW YORK-Noel Han
kin, vice president of corporate
affairs for Schieffelin & Somer
set Co., has been appointed to
the board of directors of Litera

‘Via Dolorosa’
“The Way of Suffering”

Rey, Senor.
Many of you are probably Y foe el quien quiso ir por Su
familiar with a veiy beautiful amor por ti y por mi.
and moving song called “Via Por la via dolorosa al Calvario
Dolorosa , composed by Billy y a morir.
Sprague and Niles Borop. It

The blood that would

was recorded some time ago by cleanse the souls of all men,
Sandi Patti. Well, as you know, made its way through the heart
the song is written (half) in of Jerusalem.
English and (halt) in Spanish.
The word “por” is used in
“Via Dolorosa” means “the dozens of ways in Spanish,
way of suffering”. The crucifix- Basically, it means “for” “by”
ion of Christ is its key thought, “through” or “about” It also
Here are the words in both means “along” or “by means
languages for our meditation: of’. Hence, “by means of the
“Down the Via Dolorosa in sorrowful, afflicted road” we
Jerusalem that day. The sol- have the Va Dolorosa. It is the
diers tried to clear the narrow way

Christ

took

to

cy Volunteers of America
(LVA), the national, non-profit
educational oiganization com
mitted to increasing th literacy
skills of adults and their families
through volurtteer tutoring.
Hankin was elected to a threeyear term and will sit with 26
other board members from
across the country.

gig

generating and maintaining as sponsorship funds for the
national awareness of literacy.
LVA’s Incredible Reading
In September 1997 Schief Rally, a month-long fundraiser.
felin & Somerset Co. partnered
Hankin said of the appoint
with LVA to initiate local and ment, “I am proud to be

isSse

national programs aimed at involved with such a wonderful
promoting adult literacy. Iyanla oiganization that does so much
Vanzant, a noted motivation to provide nationwide educa
and empowerment specialist tion and tutoring programs. It’s
and award-winning author is
acting
as
the
national

w

a tragic fact that more than 40
million adult Americans are

spokesperson for the partner unable to read and write on a
ship, and is promoting the cam productive level. As a member
paign via Public Service of the board, I look forward to
Announcements and special increasing support and visibility

The LVA board is responsi appearances in various cities
ble for setting the policies for across the countiy.
LVA’s national organization.
To mark the 35th anniver
Hankin will work with the sary of LVA. Schieffelin &
board’s Development and Pub Somerset Co. donated $35,000
lic Relations Committee, to the Oiganization last October
responsible
for
creating during the 1997 Literacy Sum
fundraising opportunities and mit. The contribution was used

for LVA in the corporate sector.
And through Schieffelin &
Somerset’s literacy program,
we hope to help bring thou
sands of people into the won
derful, eye-opening world of lit
eracy.”

Noel Hankin

Please see pg. 8

the

street, but the crowd pressed in cross(cruz). “Le abrian” stems

1/2 PRICE SALE!

to see-Aman condemned to die from the Spanish veib “abrif’
on Calvary.
which means “to open”. So the
He was bleeding from a soldiers “opened” a way in the
beating. There were strips upon street for Christ to pass.
Hls back and He wore a crown “Dolor” means “pain”. Sorrow,
of thorns upon His head. And pain, and affliction are all recurHe bore with every step, the ring themes in this piece,
scorn of those who cried out for
The English version ends
His death.
with our Lord on His way to
Down the Va Doloraso calvary, only. The Spanish ren-

Dinty Moore

called the way of suffering, dition ends with our Loid on
Like a lamb came the Messiah, His way to Calvary, to die (“a
Christ the King.But He chose morir”). His death is implied in

wtAeci & Grapoi

to walk that road out of His English, you say? Well, lots of
love for you and me. Down the folk (went to Calvary that day,

„ WT.

Va Dolorosa all the way to but only three died. Th two
Calvary.” ,
male factors died for their sins.
For la"via dolorosa, tristaJesus died for the sins of the

94<t

dia en lerusatem bos sladados whole world. He had no sins of

le abrian paso a Jesus. Mas la His own!
gente se acercaba. Para ver al
“If we suffer, we shall also
que llevaba aquella cruz. Por la reign with Him: If we deny
via dolorosa que es la via del Him, He also will deny us”. II

1/2 I Price

MICROWAVE DINNERS. Many
varieties. 10-oz. net wt. Everyday 1.89.

NESTLE PRETZEL FLIPZ. White or milk
chocolate. 7.5-oz.* Everyday 1.99.

Limit 4

Limit 4

’Net wt.

dolor como oveja vino Cristo, Timothy 2:12.

1^3 Price

GAINESVILLE RESIDENTS:

LAY'S POTATO CHIPS. Varied
flavors. 6-02. net v4. Everyday 1.34.

Send your news items to:

1/2 I Price

The Tri-County Challenger

CAMPBELL'S HEALTHY REQUEST SOUP
15.5-16-oz. net wt. Everyday 1.59.

FARLEY'S FRUIT SNACKS. Various
flavors. 6-10-oz.* Everyday 1.99.
•Net wt.

2500 9th St. S.

limit 4

Limit 4

Limit 4

4- Sw
*1 j
' ffjfi CM'if;;,
-y>
"’JK?’ 1

St. Petersburg, FL 33704

Greater Hopeweu.
Baptist Giivkch

7•

■

315 N.W. 6th Terrace, Ocala

1/2

1/2

Rev. Ceorge W. Lee, Pastor
Sunday School................. 9:30
Morning Worship . .......... >> aJ"'
Baptist Training Union . .. .3 l'11'Excning Worship............ • • * P*'"1,

BETTY CROCKER POTATOES
Au gratin or scalloped. Everyday 1.49.

KRAFT MACARONI & CHEESE

COWS CANDY
Various flavors. Everyday 1.39.

ACT 11 MICROWAVE POPCORN
SINGLES. Everyday 44<t.

7 oz. net wt.

2.65-oz. netwt.

Limit 4

Price

DINNER. Everyday 79<t.
7.25-oz. net wt.

5-5.25-oz. net wt.

limit 4

Limit 4

limit 12

Prayer Service & B.blc b.udy
Wednesday................. 6:iU t'*

rtited TheOlOgical Seminary
and
Bible COllege
Extension Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr O V Pinkston, Moderator
3r Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director
Dr B F. Martin, President
352-351-5029 OR 352-237-5215 ♦
Tuesday
9:00 AM.12:00 PM

3:30

I

figgl

1.14

1.29 1/2

COOKWARE/KITCHEN SCRUB OR TOILET,
PENNSYLVANIA DUTCHMAN
MUSHROOMS. Everyday 69«.
4-oz. netwt.

Limit 4

BOWL BRUSH. Everyday 1.29.
Limit 4

■

milk-bone dog biscuits
Medium or large. 26-oz. net wt.
Everyday 2.59.
Limit 4

.......

n

»■

and
AMiAM

6:30 PM-

’ ■

LOCATED AT:

. Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475
N Main Campus in Monroe. Louisiana

1.09 1/2

CHI-CHl'S SALSA. Mild or medium.
16 fl. oz. Everyday 2.19.
Limit 4

1.99 1/2

HEFTY PLATES. 125-ct. plates or 60-ct.
compartment plates. Everyday 3.99.
Limit 4

Limit 4

All merchandise in this ad also available
ifexWM

"-ASK

^>4

394

1/2

SPARKLE PAPER TOWELS'. 72,
2-ply sheets per roll. Everyday 79<t.
Limit 6

GLADE SPIN FRESH
,14-oz. net wt. Everyday 2.29.

„

■

9:30 PM

_ npnrees in Theology, Religious Education,
nd Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
>rnal Studies in the areas above for residents
over 60 mil^s away

ss

at Super Kmart and Big Kmart stores.

SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE
MARCH 18 THRU MARCH 21,1998
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My
Testimony

by
Ronald Mathis Sr.

The Federal Government
Is Persecuting Christians
Grace and peace to
all who love the Lord Jesus
Christ. He is wonderful, coun
selor, mighty God, everlasting
Father, Prince of Peace. Jesus is
God the Father, God the Son,
God the Holy Spirit. He is the
great I-am. Amen.
All inmates who believe in
Jesus Christ here in Beaumont,
Texas, are being persecuted by
the government for wearing a
cross. We are not allowed to
wear our crosses outside our
shirts. The only time the cross
can be worn on the outside is
when weare at our church ser
vice, while other religious

obey him everyday, saying yes
to whatever he asks us to do. In
the process we identify with
our Lord in his suffering and
sacrifice. As he said, as a disci
ple is not above his teacher, but
eveiyone who is fully trained

ever disowns me before men, 11
will disown him before my!
father in heaven. Also in l-1

, will be like his teacher, and that

around you. Can you wear a;
cross on your job or in public, |
or do you have to put Jesus on!
the shelf until Sunday morning.
If so, you are really fooling
yourself, because God knows
ivery man and woman’s heart.

likeness includes a cross.
Are you ashamed of the
cross? If so, remember what
Jesus said in Matthew Chp 10v-32-33, whoever acknowl
edges me before men, I will
also acknowledge him before
my

father in heaven, but who-

Corinthians Chp 16-V-22, if
anyone does not love the Loid!
Jesus Christ, or do you love
him when nobody else isj

Now is the time to pray and
give your life to Jesus, and stop

S 1 ft

Wesley Thomas Passes

fooling yourself because these
are the last days, and things are
not going to get any better.
Remember now is lhe time for
salvation. Today, if you hear
Jesus’ voice. Answer his call.
Because it may be the last one
you will ever hear in this life
time, Amen.

We welcome
your letters
to the editor.

Thomas Wesley
OCALA - Thomas Wes
ley, a native of Ocala, died
on Feb. 20, 1998, in Oak
land, CA. Thomas was a
butcher with Swift & Co.
when they were based in

arrangements.

I

BITE BI AB EIV 11 DC

pullover caps in the dining hall.
The Muslims display their
prayer oil and their prayer rugs
openly. The Indians have their
headbands on at all times, plus
they have other headwear. Like
feathers and other headwear,
they also get to bum fires.
Around a dead cowhead while
they beat their drums. They get
to take off their clothes and all
pile into a teepee. Because it is
their custom, the satanic groups

displayjheir faith openly, any

body can display what they
believe in but the Christians are
asked to sing fbr the Christmas
holidays. But
we are told to keep our crosses
covered up, around the other
inmates and staff. Anything
that represents Jesus Christ, can
not be displayed openly.
The rules state in their
memorandum that the size of
the cross, shall not exceed 11/2
inches in diameter. We are to
purchase crosses from the
ordering them

• through a catalog. But we are
not allowed to display the
cross. Satan has come against
all Christian here in USP Beau
mont Prison. In 1-Corinthians
'Chpl-v-18 Paul said, “For foe
message of foe cross is foolish
ness to those who are perish
ing, but to us who are being
saved, it is foe power of God”.
. And in Romans Chp l-v-16,1
am not ashamed of foe Gospel,
because it is foe power of God
for foe salvation of everyone
who believe; first for foe jew,
then for foe Gentiles. Also in
Luke Chp 9-V-23 Jesus said, “If
anyone would come after me,
he must deny himself and take
, up his cross daily and follow
me”. •
What does foe cross mean
to you as a follower of Jesus
Christ. For some people foe
cross is a piece of jewelry or a
gold charm wont on . foe neck
or ear. For other people the
cross is a symbol of unjust per
secution carried out in foe name
of Christianity, and therefore
and offensive object. For
believers foe cross symbolizes
Christ’s death for our salvation.

ful fbr the cross. According to

Wesley, Tampa. Cunning
ham Funeral Home of
Ocala was in chaige of the

Home Improvement Warehouse

hall, while other inmates are
told not to wear hats and

Jesus, foe cross also represents
discipleship. He calls us to

Tampa. His sons are:
Thomas Wesley II, LA;
Gerald Wesley, Queens,
NY; Thomas Wesley, HI;
Avel Wesley and Antione

■HI M VW HIH

at all times. They even get to
wear their Kufis in the dining

His Crucifixion was synony
mous with rejection, cruel suf
fering, shame all experienced
on our behalf. So we are thank

Norwalk, CT; Carolyn
Hills, Daytona Beach; Fran
cis Wesley, Oakland, CA;
Joyce Wesley, Fort Lauderdale; and Carol Wesley,

■ ■ ■ ■■

groups are allowed to show
their faith and what they
believe in openly. The Muslims
wear their Kufis on their heads

chapel by

Ocala. He also was a musi
cian and singer. He sang
with groups in and around
the Tampa Bay area, and in
Ocala he sang with friends
who will miss him very
much-ivory Dukes, Gor
don Henderson, ‘James
Thorpe and Roosevelt
Davison. Thomas was foe
brother of Rosa Lee (Wes
ley) McCullough of Ocala.
Survivors
include
his
daughter, Rudean Thomas,

|_owe’s of Ocala
3535 SW 36th Ave.
<352) 237-7600
Monday - Thursday: 7am - 9pm, Friday: 7am - 10pm
Saturday: 7am - 9pm and Sunday: 8:30am - 7pm'
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Think about firing
up the grill.
It’s time.

WINN © DIXIE
America’s Supermarket
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CHURCH NEWS
New Philadelphia
Community Church

Moore's Chanel African Traveler's Rest Missionary
Methodist Episcopal
Baptist Church
Rev. M. Mason and
Moore’s Chapels Church Fam

tendent Jamie Wilburn. The
lesson is entitled ‘^Eveiything is

held Saturday March 28th at
8:00 am on the church south'

The mission of Travelers
Rest Missionary Baptist

ily welcome you share in their
services this 4th Sunday in

Under Control’’, St. Mark 5th
Chapter:21-24, 35-43 verses.

parking lot. If you would like to
donate items or your time,

Church is to exalt the savior

March the 22nd during both
8:00 am and 11:00 am. The
8:00 am service will be deliv

For transportation to church
school please contact' Feman
der Ross, 864-3428, before

please contact Sis. Delores
Baker. If you have items to sell

10:00 p.m. Saturday evenings.

(no food) you may rent a space
for $10.00. Sandra Williams,

ered by Sister Ira Whitson, and
the 11:00 am service will be
delivered by Rev. Walker.
Music will be provided by the

Moore’s Chapels Daisy
Pierce/Fannie Williams Mis
sionary Society wilt have a

YPD director. Young people

Male Chorus directed and
accompanied by Minister of

guest speaker on the 5th Sun
day at 11:00 am. The speaker

parents are asked to have their
children on time. Rev. Walker

Music, Geraldine Mays. The

will be Sister Mozell Fortune,
who is President of the Tampa

and Moore’s Chapel Church
Family will worship with Rev.
Harry Jones, and Greater Light
A.M.E. Zion Church Family
on Sunday March 29th at 3:00

usher board will serve. For
transportation to church, please
contact Willie F. Biyant, 8946067 before 10:00 pm Satur
day evenings.
Church will begin at 9:30
am. Superintendent Mose
Phillip Bell will be in charge,
assisted by Assistant Superin

Fla. Conference WMS.
Moore’s Chapels Trustee
Board’s paper drive is in
progress. The paper container
is located on the church south
parking. Moore’s Chapels
Young People Department
Yard Sale and Fish Fry will be

March 22nd at 4:00 pm. All

pm. The church is located at
1400-9th St. So. Noon Day
Prayer Service will be on
Wednesday at 12:00. Prayer
Seivice and Bible Study will be
on Wednesday at 7:00pm

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

How wonderful are the
works of the Lord, espe
cially His creation, man
kind. The miracle of
birth...the look of awe on
a child’s face...the beau
ty of enduring love...
these are all revelations
of that Spirit which cre
ated each and every one
of us. How often do you
think of thankftig God
for ail that He has given
you?

meeting will be held on Sunday

321-3545

3037 Fairfield Avenue

making plans for their ctjurch
54th Church Anniversary. Sis.
Betty Andrew is asking that all

invite eveiyone to come out
and worship with them on Sun

committee members that are
involved in the planning of this

day. Sunday school begins at
9:30 am. Followed with Midmoming Woiship Service at
11:00 am. Transportation can

special event to please be pre
sent.

be provided for anyone by call
ing the church at 822-4869 and
leaving a message.
every Wednesday Evening at
7;00pm. Dinner will be served

Women's Prayer Retreat
At Mt. Zion AME
• 8:00 a.m. Praver and Fast
ing
•• 8:30 a.m. Praise and Wor
ship, Denise Bell
• 9:00 a.m. Watch and Prav.

Sunday School.................................... 9:30 a.m.

Missionary Baptist

Morning Worship.............................. 11:00 a.m.

Sunday Worship Service
, Thursday Bible Study

TEMPORARY LOCATION:
Elim Seventh-Day Adventist Church
For Sunday Worship And Monday
Night Prayer Meeting And Bible
Study. 7 Pm. And Tuesday Nights

located at Lakewood U.C.C.

Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship

2601 54th Aye. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

_____

813-822-8245

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707

Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:15a.m.
Bible Study (Monday)
7:00 p.m.
Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)
6:30p.m.
Daily Prayer (M-F) 11 a.m.-12 p.m.

I

Jr

IS

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday^•
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Church Anniversary Commit

Praise and woiship along with
bible study will be conducted
luring this service. Pulpit aide
in chaige of service.

istries will offer input into

Victoria Gaskin. Jo Ann Nes

endar. All chairministeis are

bitt will lead period of praise
and devotion. Tia Muiphy will

requested to attend.

provide a musical tribute to
women. Joyce Robinson will
serve as worship leader.
At conclusion of morning
worship, church family will
dine together at Stacey’s Buffet
Cafeteria. Honorees will be
persons bom in the month of

The joint “kite-flying”
event with Sanderlin Family
Center will take place on Satur
day, March 28th. Parents are
encouraged to involve their
children and youth in this annu
al event. For mor information,
contact Minister Edward Nes
bitt.

Caribbean World Mission
The Caribbean World Missions will be having the Annuat Fund-raising Easter Drive
for Haiti. The focus of the drive
will be aiding the starving and

sick in Haiti. Dr. C.C. Carhuan,
CEOofC.W.M.hassentoutan
appeal letter to the area churches, pastors, and businesses for
support. All donations are to be

sent to C.W.M. at P.O. Box
82456 Tampa, FL 33612 arid
please mark the envelopes “for
Haiti”.
ft

Unity Temple Of Truth Church
511 Prescott St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
The Church of the “Daily Word”
Sunday Morning Service . . . .11:00 a.m.-12 Noon
Sunday School and Youth Education

.10:00 a.m.

Sunday Morning Adulf Class....................9:30 a.m.

Prayer Line 1-800-308PUSH
affiliated with Unity School of Christianity,

Rev. Melvera

Unity Village, Missouri

Hinton Brown

St. John Missionary Baptist Church

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Sunday Services
Sunday School ................................................................. ..................... ...
.9:30 a.ni.
Mottling Worship................................................................. ............................11:00 a.m.;
Baptist Training Union ................... ... ...................... ... ............................ 5:00 p.m?
Evening Worship.................................................... ........................................ .6:00 p.m?

10:30 AM.
..PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES .......... SUNDAY
9:00 AM....
............CHURCH SCHOOL....................... SUNDAY
...... FELLOWSHIP & DINNER................. TUESDAY
5:00 RM....
7:00 PM....
................ BIBLE STUDY........................... TUESDAY
6:00 PM............................... PRAYER SERVICES ......................TUESDAY
7:30 PM................ ....... MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL............. THURSDAY
Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

IVcv/?/w Services
Bihle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bihle Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

Macedonia Freewlll Baptist Church
Morning Worship.... .............. .......... .......:......... ............ 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School..................................................................’ 930 am.
Mid-Morning Worship.............. ....................... ............11:00am.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed............. ............7:00 p.m'

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church .
THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School.............. .. . ...................................9: 30 am
Morning Worship . ................................................... . . .11:00 am
Youth Bible Study ..................................................... Wed. 6:30 p.m
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service ..................Wed. 7:00 pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

First Baptist Inshtutional Church

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church
912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday Worship

Phone: 323-7518

Sunday

G. Thompson, Pastor

Tutoring ................................ .Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.
The Rev. Harry L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

FamiLY

Welcome... This church opens wide the door and in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: "COME!"
Transportation Is Available .

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church

Mt. ftur

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

955 20th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL33712
Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School:
8:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 7:00 d.m. • 9:00 a.m. • 11:15 a.m.
New Membership Class: Sunday, 8:00 a.m.;
Wednesday, 6:30 p.m:
Wednesday, Bible Study - 7:30 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

9.90 a m

Prayer Service/Bible Study ......... ............... Tues. 7:00 p.m.

Come Worspup With
BAPTlST

,io;3O a m.

Junior Church Fellowship ........ t.. .Thurs. 6:00 p.m.

SCHOOL - 9:30 A.M.

First

................................................

Sunday School .................. ............. ....

MORNING WORSHIP - 11:OO A.M.
the

,

church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

Messenger for morning will be

ongoing events of church’s cal

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228

Rev. Wayne

Prayer Tower Church OS God In Christ

evening at 7:00. Various min

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

We welcome you at all times.

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

and girls will lead the church
family in services of praise.

1500 N. Pennsyl[vania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

Greater St. Paul
MiSSionary Baptist Church

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

will take place on Tuesday

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

2361 Seventh Avenue South
st. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland. Pastor

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

mid-moming worship. Women

Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

“All Are Welcome” ■ “Bring A Friend”

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Dr. J.L Holloway
Sunday School.................. ................. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ....................... .. . 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting.

ing at 11:00 am, Christian Edu
cation Meeting at 11:00 am,
C.Y.A.A. Choir Rehearsal at
4:00 pm,- and Young Adult
Ministry Meeting at 6:30pm.
• Monday, March 23,1998

afternoon outing.
Weekly planning sessions

Sunday School 9:30 .AM

Nondenominational, multiracial, casually-dressed, congregation of believers who put Faith in Action

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

Lenten season will also be con
tinuation of Women’s History
Month Observance during

(813) 898-2457

CHURCH SERVICES

We are TEMPORARILY

Rev. Edward V. March. Pastor

• Saturday, March 21,1998
Evangelism Going Out Meet

John A. Evans, Sr.

1:30pm - 3:00pm
7:00pm - 9:00pm

March. Members are urged to
“sup” together as family in this

Please see pg. 13

Friendship

Flaee for SaivaiiOK, Sanctification, and’ Service!

*'

• Thursday, March 19,1998
Mid-day Bible Study at
11:00am and Missionary Soci

before the service. Dinner will
be served at 6;00 pm and praise

KINGDOM BUILDERS'CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
f

eveiy Sunday morning begin
ning at 9:30 am.
Other Activities for the Week:

Bible study will be held

8:00 a.m.

The fourth Sunday of

ety Meeting at 7:00 pm.

tee Meeting at 7:00 pm.
All new members of Trav • Tuesday, March 24,1998
elers Rest are encouraged to - Mass Choir Rehearsal Meeting
attend the new membership at 7:00 pm.
orientation. Orientation is held • Wednesday, March 18,1998

is located at 919 20th Street So.
St. Petersbuig, FL

St. Petersburg, FL

Early Morning Worship...............

and to lead people to Christ.
Rev. Browne and the Traveler’s
Rest Missionary Baptist
Church family would like to

Greater Mt. Zion AME
Church will be having a
Women’s Prayer Retreat on
March 21st, 1998. The church

Rev. M. Mason Walker, Pastor
3rd century

and worship will begin at 7:00
to 7:30 followed with Bible
Study at 7:30-8:30 pm.
Travelers Rest is currently

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sundav School 9:30 a m
.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m"

Rev. Wilkins Garrett, Jr.,
Pastor

Also offering tutoring, free lunch, mentoring, day
care, after school care, boy scouts, private school.

Prayer Meeting Weds. 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study Mon. 6:00. p.m.
Co-ed and Adult Bible Studv Thurs. 6:30 p.m.
Support Group Every Sunday 6:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-1936 ‘Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

(“The church with a heart in the heart of the city")
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CHURCH NEWS
Women’s Day To Be Bethel Metropolitan Baptist
Held At Stewart-Isom
President
Vera Byrd;
Coordinator, Barbara Burrel

goal of 500 members. The

power by faith attendance cam
paign for March assures us of
the goal. Join us 9:30 am Sun

and the Deaconess Board is
and the late Roosevelt Franklin. expecting all invited persons
She is the mother of two sons, for their Annual Deaconess
Michael and Derick. She is a Seminar, Saturday, March 21,
member of Grater Grand Cen 1998 fiom 8:30 am-12:00 pm.
tral Missionary Baptist Church. The life of Ruth and Naomi is
She serves as President of the
being betrayed in verse and
Deaconess Board, a member of song. Their theme “Loving

day mornings.
The Wednesday night nur
ture for Baptist churches
(NBC) continues to be a bibli
cal blessing to those in atten
dance. The Covenant study, by
Reverend Joseph Harvey

choir number two, President of and Living According to God’s
the Women’s Department of Will” is taken fiom Roman
the number one union. She 8:28. We look forwaid to see
recently received her Evangeli ing you, for a spiritually
cal approved Teachers Certifi enlightening fellowship.

Barbara Bonner
Pastor Cal Hopkins and the attending Sunday School at
Women of Stewart-Isom 9:30am Mid-Worship service
Memorial cordially invite you will start at 9:45 am with praise
to come and enjoy an uplifting service and will flow right into
spirit filled day with us. The the 11:00 am worship service.
theme tor this glorious day is Our speaker this year is Bar
“Amazons for Christ, Eph bara Bonner.
esians 6:11.” Our theme is cen
Sister Bonner is a native of
tered around ‘The Year of the Tallahassee, FL. She is the
Family.” Start your day by daughter of Gladys Franklin

REVIVAL
at

■
THE UTlLB UMUfftST WHERE
EVERYBODY IS SOMEBODY

expounds with surety the mes
sage of the Covenant. The
AWANA staff continues to
provide bible-based learning
activities for our youth. Ihe

cate. Baibara has been an inspi
Pastor Lyons and the
ration to the community and church family invite you to join
' desire for Christian growth for
churches throughout the com us for worship seryices at 8:00
you and your femily should be
munity for many years. She is and 11:00 am . The Praise
the goal of every Christian.
the past voice of the Gospel team, Sanctuary, Male Ministry
Transportation is provided. You
Starlites and Gospel Comman Choirs and Youth Usher Board
are encouraged to attend our
dos Rodeo Programs. The Lord will serve.
Thursday Noon Day Bible
touched Barbara at an early age
The Sunday School Study 12:00 to 1:00 pm. Bring
to spread his word to mankind. Department has had a tremen your Bible and writing tools.
She has been going about her
dous outpouring of commit Meet us for Saturday Midday
father’s business oftelling men,
ment towards our attendance Prayer Hour, 12:00 to 1:00 pm.
women, boys and girls about
the goodness of Jesus. Her
favorite bible verse is Matthew
21:22, “All things whatsoever
ye shall ask in prayer, believ
ing, ye shall receive.”

REVIVAL

REVIVAL

NEW COVENANT SOUNDS
OF PRAISE CHURCH

1625 - 6th Avenue South, St. Petersburg
BISHOP ABRAHAM DANCIL, PASTOR
COME ONE, COME ALL TO A HOLY GHOST-FILLED
REVIVAL
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY & FRIDAY
MARCH 25th, 26th & 27th AT 7:30 PM NIGHTLY

OUR GUEST REVIVALIST IS AN ANOINTED MAN OF GOD

BISHOP ALLEN SIMMONS

ST. PEIERSBURG-F^ur will be accompanied by his
great services will be held at wife Evelyn who ministers in
Grace Fellowship Center music and song.
beginning March 22, 1998 at
Come and see the power
10:30 a.m.
and fee anointing of God and
Aforrner local pastor, evan miracles.
gelist, prophet, teacher, Joseph
Join wife us while we wor
Degrado will be the revivals ship God in Spirit and in truth.
speaker. Evangelist Degrado

"WILL THOU NOT REVIVE USAGAIN; THAT TOY PEOPLE MAY REJOICE IN THEE"
PSALMS 85:6
"COME, EXPECTING TO RECEIVE A BLESSING FROM THE LORD"

Women in Crisis, Miriam Man

for a Holy God, Gloria Baxtor

• 12:45 p.m. Praise reports,

• 11:00 tun. Marriage, a

questions and answers

love covenant Gloria Robinson

GUEST CHURCHES AND CHOIRS EACH NIGHT

•

12:00

p.m.

• 1:15 p.m. Prayer partners
ministiy

Abused

PleaAant Cjn&ue

Bealsville Church OF God

encouraged to participate. Sat
isfactory completion of the

deacons and youth leading
devotion. The Children and

members of St. Mark are

will serve. Rev. Brian
Brown will deliver the mes

Monday, 6pm, chil
dren/youth, rehearsal for the
Easter program.
Tuesday, 7pm, teachers
meeting.
Wednesday,
7pm,
Special Chorus.

course may lend itself to auto
mobile insurance reduction for
this age group. Please call
Amanda Hamilton at 822-1522
for registration details.
Calendar
• March 21 - Deaconess Semi
nar
• March 22 - Deaconess
Anniversary and Visitation
Sunday
• 'fcuth Ministiy Fish Fiy/ Car
Wash
• Mission Sunday, Evangelism
Sunday, Laymen Day, and Ada
Berry Circle #5 Ice Cream

2006 Hollomon Road, Plant City, FL (So. of Hwy. 60)

Services will begin on Sun

pan.; Monday night at 7:30
p.m. and Tuesday night at 7:30
p.m.
Worship and praise our
Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ!

retreat. For more information
call Miriam Manning at (813)

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship..;................................. ............... ...7:00 a.m.

Elder Martin Rainey, Pastor

Sunday School............. ............ ................................................930 a.m.

1 -7 37-1746

Morning Worship.................................... .............................10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.......................................................... 4:30 p.m.

Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
Morning Service: 11:30 a.m.
Mid-Week Tues. Night: 7:30 p.m.
Counseling and Bible Teaching
For transportation: Call 866-2589

Communion................................................... 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays......... ....................................................... ............ 7:30 p.m.

•

The Holy Ghost Church of Cod
Purchased Wlth His Blood
2901 Fifth Avenue S.

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bishop w.D. Holey, Pastor
SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School.....................................
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship............................
11:30a.m.
YPWW................................................................. 6:00p.m.
Evening Worship.......... ...................
7:30p.m.
Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

With Allah's Name,
The Merciful Benefactor,
The Merciful Redeemer

Masjid Al-Muminin
Islamic Services

Friday & Sundays at 1 p.m.
3762 18th Avenue South, St. Pete
GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
INTERDENOMINATIONAL
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE

Except Cod build the

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

CENTRAL

vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Morning Worship..........................................................................
Sunday

School

.............

Mid-Morning Worship

8:00 a.m.
9:30

a.m.

..........................................................11:00

a.m.

Pastor Leonard Wilson

Phone

(813) 328-9412
NURSERY AND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Phone: 536-1890

Petersbuig, Fl 33707. For fur
ther information, please call
(813)327-8072.

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY
‘
Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.fn.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

The Church Where Everyone ls Welcome

Sunday Services Are At:
9:00 a.m. Gospel Choir

Baptist Training Union ...........................................5:00 p.m.

11:00 a.m. Traditional Choir

Study/Prayer Service .-.................Thursday 7:30 p.m.

of

Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) ..................................... 6:00 p.m.

Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome fy

Rev. Earnest Jones, Pastor

Father Callist Nyambo

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church

1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FI. 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00

3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. warren, Pastor

Sunday School

a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

........ .9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship ..............11:00 a.m.
The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Bethel Community
Baptist Church
1045 - 16th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

PHONE:

Order
Service from the
African-American Catholic Hvmnal

Stewart-Isom MemoriaL Christian Methodist
EpiscopaL Church

896-6722

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes
Sunday Sdiool.............. ...8:45 a.m.

SERVICE

everyone to our March Revival
on Mondays-Fridays at 7:00
pm. We will be in revival dur
ing fee month of March, along

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
Catholic Diocese of St. Petersburg

327-3186

Services

Sunday School
9:30-10:30
Morning Worship IO:3(
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

wife forty days of fasting lead
ing up to Easter. Hie church is
located at 1948 49th St St

St. Joseph Church

house they tabor in

FELLOWSHIP

Emmanuel Christian Fel
lowship and Pastor Frank
Evans would like to invite

/ .AA

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

Bible

, Thursday, 10am, Senior
Hour of Power; 7pm, Prayer
Meeting and Bible Study.
Saturday,
6:30pm,
Junior Women

Christ Gospel Church

•1:30 p.m. Closing Prayer
Please fast the day of fee

Between Smith Ryals and Holloman Roads

morning worship.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
1. The Children/Youth
Department will give song

Emmanuel Christian
fellowship

day, March 22 at 10:30 a,m.;
evening service begins at 6:30

Hcppiid Gkustah,

sage. Baptism will be
immediately
following

Florida, on Sunday, March
22, 1998 at 3pm. We invite
all of our family and friends

Social.

321-9170.

encouraged -to attend. Also,
Youth Choirs will give song please note that the children
service,
with
Director and youth of St? Mark will
Franklin Gray at the organ, , attend on Saturday, March
accompanied by Vivian. 28.'
Green at the piano. The
MINISTRY MEETING
Children and Youth Ushers
SCHEDULE

service at the Macedonia
M.B. Church in Rubonia,

from pg.
db. 12

ning

to join us.
2. Congress No. 2 will
be held at True Light M.B
Church, where Rev. Charlie
Ward is pastor, 1355
Highland Street So., March
25 through March 28. All

Then at 10:45 a.m. Morning
Worship will begiii with the

Women’s Prayer Retreat
• 10:00 a.m. Holy Women

Rev. Brian Brown and
members of St. Mark M.B.
Church welcome everyone
to Sunday services. Church
School begins at 9:30 a.m.

sor a Matured Drivers work
shop Saturday, April 4 and 11
from 8:00 am to 12:00 noon.
Persons 50 years and up are

Revival, Revival, Revival At
Grace Fellowship Center

Pauline Jennings

.SQUTH CAROLINA,

Ihe ILC Ministry in con
junction with AARP will spon

Youth Day At St. Mark

Worship ServiCe .................. 10 a.m.
Prayer ServiCes ....Wed,, 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study...........Wed., 7:30 p.m.

Rev., Calvin Hopkins

“To God Be The Glory”

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL
33711
(813) 327-0554
.

"Church of The Open Door"

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/Praise & Prayer
7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study 12:00 noon -1:00
p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour 12:00 noon -1 ;00
p.m,
DR. HENRY J, LYONS, PASTOR
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CHURCH NEWS
Lillie McGarrah To Keynote New Faith's Women's Day Bethel African
is a native of Swainsboro,
Geoigia. She is a graduate of
Emanuel County Elementaiy
and High School. She received
a Bachelor of Science in Ele
mentary Education from
Savannah State College and a
Master of Science in specific
Learning Disabilities from
Nova

University.

She

is

presently a Specific Learning
Disabilities teacher and ESE
Subject Area leader at Madison
Middle School in Hillsbqrough
County. Delores is active in
Bethel Community Baptist
Church. She is a member of

Lillie McGarrah

Education Associations, Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.,
The Daughters of Isis (Past
Illustrious Commandress), and
Order of Easter Star, which are
Prince Hall affiliated Masonic
bodies.

Delores Whitehead

Teresena Gardner Biyant,
formerly a native of St. Peters
buig residing in New York for
the past 34 years. Teresena is a
member of Williams Institu
tional CME Church in Manhat
tan, NY. She serves as
Trustee/Secretary. She holds a
Masters in Public Administra
tion from NY University and
post graduate credits on her

ty, and is presently retired from
the New York Senate/Minority
leaders Office as Administra
tive Manager. She is currently a
Political Consultant and Grantmanship Specialist. Teresena is
serving as Chairperson of New
Faith’s Women’s Day.
The Women’s Day is a
tribute to the oldest member of
the church, Mrs. Mattie Lee
Gardner, affectionately known
as “Mama Mattie”. She is an
eloquent orator of the works of
Poets, a charter member of
New Faith and a young 951/2
years of age. Reverend Curtiss
L Long is pastor of New Faith.
The afternoon program will
culminate at 3:30 p.m., featur
ing teen contestants from the
church vying for the title of
“Miss New Faith”. Four teens
- Lakeisha Mobley, Danniele
Harper, Cristal Whitehead and
Sheena Williams are sponsored

Methodist
Episcopal

1

The Bethel Church Family Mana Scruggs is the chairper
wish to invite all to join us dur son for this year and she is
ing our Sunday School at 9:00 requesting each moth captain
am. Followed by the Morning meet her each Wednesday at
Worship Service at 10:30 am. 6:00 p.m. Mrs. Scruggs is
Rev. Harry Dawkins, pastor excited about the planning of
will deliver the sermon. The the program. This year the fea
trustees wish to extend an invi ture will be a Tom Thumb
tation to all to join them Sunday Wedding. Co-chairmen are
afternoon at 4:00 pm for their Faith Golson and Lena Brown.
annual “100 Men in Black Pro Each moth is working veiy
gram”. Featuring as the speak
er Rev. J.D., Johnson, Pastor of
St. James A.M.E. Church,
Qearwater, FL. The Lay Orga
nization will be feeding the
homeless Sunday March 29,
1998 from 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm.
The tea committee is

hard to be crowned moth of the
year at Bethel.
Weekly Activities: Monday,
6:00 p.m. New Member Qass,’
Tuesday, : 7:00 p.m.

Bible

Study; Wednesday Noonday
Bible Study/Choir Practice:

7:00 p.m and Thursday, 6:00?
preparing for the upcoming tea p.m. Youth Church.
extravaganza to be held Sun
March is time, talent and
day, May 24,1998. Committee tithe month at Bethel A.M.E.

by four select groups. Miss
New Faith will be crowned
according to the amount of
money raised by each group.
New faith cordially invites the
entire Bay Area to join them in
celebrating this spirit filled
occasion. Co- chairperson is
Mary Oliphant

Doctrine at Fordham Universi

Teresena Bryant
Three of Tampa Bay’s dis- pal of Largo Central Elementinguished women will join the tary School, will serve as
women of New Faith in celebrating New Faith’s Sixth
Annual Women’s Day, Sunday,
March 22, 1998, at the 11:00
an^ service. New Faith is located at 2427 Irving Avenue
South. Lillie McGarrah, Princi-

keynote speaker. Mrs. McGarrah is a graduate of Tuskegee
University, and received her
Masters Degree from Indiana
University of Pennsylvania,
She is an active member of
First Baptist Institutional

All Nations Church of Ged By Faith
3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656

First. Mt. Zion

'Honoree' Mattie L. Gardner
Church of St. Petersbuig. She is
president of the local chapter of

Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority,

Missionary Baptist Church

Delores Harper Whitehead

1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor
Church Services
8:00 a.m. ......... .Morning Service
9:45 am. . v yy; '/............... Sunday School
11:00 a m...................... WOrship Service
5:00 p.m. .................. . .
. . . B.T.U.

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Churoh
1800 18th AvenueS., St. PeterSburg. FL" “
Reg. Bragg L Turner, Patitor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship 11 a.m.
,
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody"

“The church That's Moving Forward Together”

Sunday School............ ........ . . .. . .. . .. .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ................... ..11 a.m.
Night Worship .................................................. .7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class .......... .................... ..
.8 p.m..
Wednesday Prayer Meeting ........................... .8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service............................................8 p.m.

Missionary Baptist Church

Saturday Sabbath School ........................... 11 a.m.

2183 22nd Avenue South, St. Pete, FL 33712

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Church Phone: 822-4869

REV, FRED L MAXWELL, PASTOR

FIRST MT. PILGRIM EVANGELIST
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH, INC.
2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Reverend L.R Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

Travelers Rest

g’iridav Worship

Residence: 894-5094

Antioch Church
Ph # 866-3842
4601 34th Street South
(Howard Johnson's)

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor
Sunday School....................................10:00 AM
Morning Worship............... ......... ......11:00 AM
Prayer Meeting/Bible Study
......................................... ...............Tuesday 7:30 PM
Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(813) 894-5246 I 823-1619
SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 an)
Youth Hour: I Hour Before
Sunset

Sunday School
....... 10:u0 am Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Morning Worship
11:30 am Evening Worship
6:00 pm

Mid-Morning Worship Se rvice........... ..
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School............1...................................... 9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday).................. 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Every 2nd & 4th Sunday)............. 6:00 p.m.

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study .................
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting.................... ....................

Rev. Donald F. Browne

LEWIS W. EDWARDS
M.A.. M.DIV. D. Min.
Pa&tof-(?diinselor

ELIM Junior Academy & Daydare Center

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

Rev. Larry, Lewis, Assistant Pastor

"we ARF.

THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION

10th Street Church Of God
207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship
Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida
Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

Wednesday Bibls Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Proble ns
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry
NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

WEDNESDAY

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

..7:00 pm
..6:30 pm

Trinity-Presbyterian

Sunday School................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship..............
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ..................................
.7:15p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday).. 6:00 p.m.
Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor
International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

New Mt. Olive Primitive Baptist Church
3001 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church: (813) 327-9904
Office: (813) 321-3898
Elder Carl Rhodes! Jr., Pa stor
Early Morning Worship 8 a.m. (2nd thru 5th Sundays)
Church School 9:30 a.in. • Mid-Morning Worship 11a.m.
Communion Service 5 p.m. List Sundays)
Prayer Meeting 7 p.m. (Tuesdays)
Christian Education School 7 p.m. (Wednesdays) .

CHURCH

2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(813) 327-8560
9:00 AM............................. ’. ..............................................................Prayer Time

“Oh, Come Let Us Praise The Lord!"'

9:30 AM............................... .. .................................................... Sunday School
11:00 AM............... ...................................................! i ....... . Worship
12:30 PM’......;........................................... ... After Service Fellowship

20th Street
Church Of
Christ
820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006
Minister Robert Clemons
Sunday Morning Bible Class . . ,. . . .9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship............... .10:30 a.m;
Ladies Bible Class Monday.............. .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship . ................ .5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class ...... .7:00 p.m.
Wedriesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bihle Study

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a
CA ristian community for everyone

Dr. Frederick D Terrv

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Schedule of Services

T2ew 'Philadelphia Community Thurch|
Tbe Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P» O. Box 15935 * St Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM * Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed)
iDeacon Ministry.........................’...................................................................... Deacon Edward Nesbittl
■Finance Ministry........ ...................................
..................................................
Janies Robinsonl
IChildren & Youth Ministry............................. .............................................................. Joyce Robinsonl
[Clerk Ministry .....,. ..
................... .................................. ..
Wyvonnia McGee |

"A Church With Passion For God and Compassion For People"

Church School . ............................. . .................. ... . .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................................ ..................... ...

11a.m.

Baptist Training Union ............................................... ... .5 p.m.
Evening Worship.................. ...

. .6: 30•.m.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday . . . ............................................................................... 7 p.m.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

“One week from church makes one weak.”

a
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
24th Annual Black College
All-American Awards

"A Major League Celebration" Lennox Lewis Vs,
ST. PETERSBURG - “A
Major League Celebration” is
the theme of the 1998 St.
Petersburg Festival of States,
scheduled for March 27- April
5, as the Festival salutes the
Tampa Bay Devil Rays inau
gural baseball season.
The Devil Rays’ opening
week parallels the 77th annual
Festival, and several events will

hosted by the Vinoy and Ed
Ameen, a local McDonald’s
franchise owner.
A baseball clinic will be
held for another 300 Little Lea
guers at Al Lang Field later that
morning, and the Devil Rays
Express will be open for visi
tors at North Straub Park, 10
am to 4pm., as part of the Fes
tival’s KidsArt Program in the

involve playeis and staff of the
new American League fran

Park.
Devil Rays will be featured
" in both the South Trust Bank
chise.
In addition to the Devil Illuminated Night Parade, 7:30
Rays salute and involvement,
fee Festival will add a Taste of
the States JamFest event on the
second weekend, and the
Scholastic Arts and Writing
Competition event, sponsored
by Raymond James Financial.

L-R: AURN's Jerry Lopes; AURN's Ron Davenport, Jr., Coach; AURN's
Ronald Davenport; and AURN Jack Bryant.
ATLANTA,
GA-The
American Urban Radio Net
works’ 24th annual Black Col
lege All-American Team mem
bers were crowned last month
at the Ritz Carlton Hotel in
Atlanta, Georgia. Legendary
cbach Eddie Robinson was the
keynote speaker at the event.
The event recognized the
12 member All-American
Offensive Team and thel2
member All-American Defen- sive! Team. Other awards
included:
Oteman Sampson/Florida
A&M received the Doug
Williams Offensive Player of
the Year Award.
•Chris McNeil/North Car
olina A&T received the Mel

Year Award.
•Ansel Brown/North Car
olina Central received the adidas AMERICA Scholar Ath

cannot be filled, they should be
bronzed and placed on a
pedestal.-there will never be
another Eddie” said Doug

lete of the Year Award and,
' Williams during his presenta
•Joseph Taylor/Hampton tion speech for Robinson.
proudly accepted the Coach of
This annual gala event was
the Year Award from Eddie supported by a prestigious
team of sponsors that include
Robinson..
The evening culminated the United States Marine
with a special tribute to leg Coips, Chevrolet Motor Divi
endary Coach Eddie Robinson. sion, Lawrys Food Inc., adidas
■■After 57 yeais of coaching, AMERICA, State Farm, and
RobinsOn stepped dowfi“ as Warner I ximlTerVClOfets.
The American Urban
head football coach of Gram
bling. NFL legends Mel Radio Networks is the only
owned
Blount, Everson Walls, and African-American
Doug Williams shared words radio network in the United
.
States with offices and bureaus
of gratitude and thanks for the

Blount Defensive Player of the

14th
Annual
Daytona
Beach
College
Reunion
DAYTONA BEACH- For
the post 14 years, .thousands of
black college students have
Hocked to Daytona Beach,
Florida to participate in a grand
tradition...The Black College
Reunion. This year s activities,
scheduled for April 1-5, 1998
will include many return
favorites like "Jam Splash
j (Known as the Worlds Phattest
i Beach Party), the Student
Leadership Conference, Greek
. Step Show and Flava Fest Con
cert.
To keep things fresh'
JJiomirs “T.C.’ Copeland of

influence Robinson had on the
Black College football scene.
“Coach Robinson’s shoes

in New York Pittsburgh, Chica
go, Detroit, Atlanta, Washing
ton D. C., and Los Angeles.

Bayshore Drive, from Vinoy
Park to the Bayfront Center
minated Night Parade, now also serves as a “Kickoff’ for
called the SouthTrust Bank the Festival’s main week of
Night Parade for its sponsor, activity, including Harvey ’s 5K
has been a highlight of St. Festival Run which precedes
Petersburg’s annual civic cele the parade along the waterfront
ST. PETERSBURG-Since

and Jhe Pier runner’s route.
bration each Spring.
This year the SouthTrust
Occurring on Monday
night, March 30, this year it Parade will be followed by the
“kicks off” the Tampa Bay Scott Paint “Salute To The
Devil Rays inaugural baseball Devil Rays” Fireworks. The
season which opens the follow fireworks will be launched
ing day at Tropicana Field. This
will be the first year that the
SouthTrust
Parade
has
occurred on Monday night, and
that’s too avoid conflict with
the Devil Rays’ opening game.
The hour-and-thirty minute
parade along the waterfront’s

from the Spa Beach Park area,
and will follow immediately
after the completion of the
parade-approximately 9:30
p.m.
The SouthTrust Parade will
feature Devil Rays players, and
will al«n hinhlisiht JACOP

4, with the Devil Rays field
manager the parade Grand
Marshal on the 4th. This is new
night for the South Trust Night

Jhe Festival will make event
date changes for the Champi
ons on Parade high school band

Parade because of the inaugur
al Devil Rays game set for
Tuesday, March 31. The Har
competition, the fireworks, and vey’s Festival Run will proceed
the Sam Robinson Music Fes the SouthTrust Parade at
tival.
Jhe Major League Base
ball Playeis Alumni Associa
tion annual reunion will be a
part of the March 27-29
Renaissance Vinoy Festival
weekend featuring a golf tour
nament, memorabilia show,
and Legends Baseball Game.
Jhe second annual Devil
Rays Kids Breakfast will be
held again at the Renaissance
Vinoy Resort Pavilion, on Sat
urday, March 28, featuring a
speaker from the Devil Rays
and the Major League Baseball
Players Alumni Association.

mmnlctinn ■

ChalkArt competition will be
held in North Straub Park, also
on Saturday, March 27th. The
KidsArt program will have 25
to 30 hands-on-activities for
elementary school children in
the park from 10am td 4pm,
and the ChalkArt competition
is for g riddle school children on
the sidewalks around the Fine
Arts Museum, 10 am to noon.
Republic Bank is a co-sponsor
of the KidsArt program for the
third year.
As a part of the KidsArt
Program, elementary school art
students will have their art
work on display in Downtown
St. Petersburg storefronts from
Monday,, March 23 through
Sunday, April 5. Awards will be
presented to the best schools
and the top three individual stu

dent entries.
6:15pm.
The Tampa Bay Blues Fes
tival will again be a part of the,
Festival this year on the first
Festival weekend, March 27,
28 &29, and the Sam Robinson
Music Festival will be part of
the Blues Festival. The Sam
Robinson, a main feature of the
Festival since 1986, is moving
to the first weekend.with Blues
event because of the Devil
Rays regular season games
scheduled for April 3rd, 4th,

and 5th.
Jhe Blues Festival, in its
third year, will now be called
Approximately 400 Little Lea the Sam Robinson/Tampa Bay
guers from the St. Peteisbuig Blues Festival, and will be
area will be attending the even! opening the Renaissance Vinoy
Resort Weekend with three
days of concerts in Vinoy Park.
Nationally prominent Blues
performers will be featured Fri
day night, 6 pm till 10 pm, and
Saturday and Sunday, noon till
Radio Station 93.3 FLZ’s MJ
10 pm., along with local Blues
and BJ morning show hosts
artists at the paid-admission
among the more than 95 units
program. This is the first yeai
in the parade. Other units will
of opening on Friday evening.
feature the 1998 Junior Sun
Headlining the Blues Festi
goddess Court, the 1997-98
val entertainment this year will
Sungoddess and Mr. Sun, local
be John Mayall, Son Seals
and out-of-state bands, floats
Delbert McClinton, and Jame:
and miscellaneous units.
Cotton.
SouthTrust Bank’s float
The Sam Robinson Musk
and its Chairman/CEO Gene
Scholarship Fund will benefi
Oliver are always featured
from the combined San
among the many parade units
Robinson/Blues Festivals ii
along with local and state dig
addition to Pinellas Associatioi
nitaries. .
tor Retarded Children.
The Harvey’s Festival Rui
will begin lhe evening at 6:11
p.m., followed by the parade a
7:30 p.m., and the firework
immediately upon the parade’

SouthTrust Night Parade
Kicks Off Baseball Opening
1969, the Festival of States Illu

pm, Monday, March 30, and
the TradeWinds Resort Festival
Parade, 10 am, Saturday, April

Shannon Briggs

For the third year, the
Franklin Templeton KidsArt
Festival and the Salvador Dali
Museum-sponsored Sidewalk

New York, NY-Reigning
world heavyweight champ
Lennox Lewis climbs into the
ring to defend his belt against
rising contender Shannon Brig
gs when World Championship
Boxing: Lennox Lewis vs.
Shannon Briggs is presented
live Saturday, March 28(10:00
pjn. ET/8:00 .pjn. MT/7:00
p.m.PJ’), from the Atlantic City
Convention Center. The HBO
Sports broadcast team of Jim
Lampley, Larry Merchant and
analyst Geoige Foreman will
be ringside to call the action of
the scheduled 12-round bout,
which will be closed captioned
for the hearing-impaired and
presented in Spanish on HBO
en Espanol.
Coming off a stunning vic
tory overAndrew Golota, Twoline world champion Lennox
Lewis (32-1, 26KOs) of Eng
land is determined to keep his

winning streak alive. His deci
sive first-round demolition of
the imposing Golota last Oct. 4
served notice to the boxingcommunity that Lewis is a
commanding force in the divi
sion.
Brooklyn’s Shannon Brig
gs (29-1,24 KOs) is coming off
the biggest win of this career, a
controversial 12-round majori
ty decision over legendary
Geoige Foreman that was seen
on HBO las Nov. 22. The
showdown with Lewis offeis
the '26-year-old Briggs an
opportunity to elevate his
standing in the division while
vying for a world title.
The executive producer of
World Championship Boxing:
Lennox Lewis vs. Shannon
Briggs is Ross Greenbuig; pro
ducer, Rick Bernstein; director,
Marc Payton.

estival
SATURDAY, April 11th • 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
16th Street South
FREE Admission • FREE Parking

ACTIVITIES

ENTERTAINMENT

Batting Cage
Fielding Ground Balls

Clowns • Puppet Show
Alumni Singers
Asian Face Dance & Karate Show
Dunde Dula West African Ballet
jazz - Gospel - Poet "Corners"

Baseball Trivia
Carnival Games
Petting Zoo

JOIN IN THESE FAMILY FUN ACTIVITIES
Sponsored by:
16th Street Business Association with support from
Tampa Bay Devil Rays, St. Petersburg Area Chamber
of Commerce, South Central Council, St. Petersburg
South Central Rotary, City of St. Petersburg,
Neighborhood AssoCiations and volunteers.
"Together We Can Make A Difference"

What Do Superstars Dwight cooaen
& Fred McGriff Have ln Common?

jxr Productions and Presi
dent of Black College Reunion
file., is working hard to make
fiis year’s Reunion the best
every. "We want to do some
thing positive while we have
such a large number ofAfrican-

(CARWASH)
(QUIKJlUBE) 220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg
ADETAILING^

< CENTER J

(813)327-1900
b-30

is 5:30 Monday ■ Saturday

American students in our city
Copeland says. Copeland is
planning a number of new
additions to the weekend line
Ufj including a proposed
Gospel and Ja2z Festival,
‘ Atoll tree information hot
line is available to help students
witli their travel plans and hote
accommodations. We. encour

At all 7-ll's, ECKERDS, PUBLlX, KASH'N
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!

age anyone wanting more
information to call the Black
College Reunion hotline at. 1
888-369-3766

I'
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Practical Nursing Commencement Takes Place At Erwin Tech
TAMPA-Erwin Technical
Center hosted the practical
Nursing Commencement Exer
cises on March 16,1998 held at
King High School Auditorium.

Poems Wanted
For Contest And
Anthology
SISTERVILLE, WV Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum
is offering a grand prize of
$500
in
its
new

From the looks of all of the
smiles in the photos, the room
was filled with content and
admiration for the graduates.

"Distinguished

Mrs. Cheryl Brown, the
department head expressed her
sincere thanks to the faculty for

Awards"

poetry

Thirty-four

Treasured Poems of
America, a hardcover
anthology to be published
in December 1998. Prize

Poet

winners will be announced

contest.

on July 31,1998. Awinnets
list is provided with a seif-

other

cash

addressed, stamped enve
lope.

awards are also being
offered. The contest is free
to enter and open to, every
one. "Although we offer

"Our contest is espe
cially for new and unpub

mas, Cheiyl Mathis, the Master
of Ceremonies, introduced
Michael Donohue, principal, I
who shook hands with all of the j

poets an opportunity to pur
chase an anthology to

lished poets and offers a
public forum that enables

ensure publication, there is
no obligation of any kind in

them to share their work,"

graduates. She also acknowl
edged each graduates achieve

order to be a contest win
ner," states Jerome Welch,

ments in great detail at the cere- j
mony.
1

Publisher. "In fact, many of
our past winners have been

helping the students become the
future leaders of our communi
ty. While presenting the diplo

poets who have made a pur
chase of any type."
Poets may enter one
poem only, 20 lines or
fewer, on any subject, in
any style. The contest clos
es May 31, 1998,.but poets
are encouraged to submit
their work as soon as possi
ble. Poems entered in the
contest also will be consid
ered for publication in the
Winter 1999 edition of

Business Person Of The Week
the labor world well in our com

by Allene Gammage-Ahmed
ST. PETERSBURG-Our

munity and has become an
influential model with and for

spotlight for this week’s Busi
tures not only the person but a
wonderful partnership.
Sunny Sky ,& Sons, Gener
al Cleaning & Floor Specialist,,
owned and operated by Kent
“Sunny” Moigan is a relatively
young entrepreneurial joint ven
ture, but one that has well estab
lished its self in our community.
Kent is a lifetime resident in
the city of St. Petersbuig and
attended public schools here as
Well.

and will continue to remain
focused and render the best of

always leave their clients more
than satisfied - as their work
/Always giving anu icquuing of not only his employees
but himself as well, to give 100

to place that dream into motion
and become an independent

percent of in the service that
they provide. His first year,
contractor and establishing his Kent proved to be a very quali
own business - the business of fied, well-deserved and in high
janitorial, floor specialization demand, minority contractor.
All of these skills, talents and
and industrial services.
Since that vision and that abilities gained him the Minori
dream, Kent has worked very ty Business Enterprise “New
hard to get himself established, Vendor of The Year” Award.
The word continued to
gain the confidence of the
industry and continue to spread regarding the company’s
improve the quality of his busi quality job performance, skills,
fiduciary responsibility and pro
ness.
Kent's first contract was fessionalism. Shortly after this
with a local dental office where
he really knew and felt confi
dent that he had what it took to
perform well this type of busi

speaks for them.

Kent Morgan

time, Kent was able to increase
his employees from five to ten.
This was another opportunity
for Sunny Sky & Sons to give

back to'their community by
providing employment oppor
child was to reach out and be of tunities to individuals who
help to others and he has done would in some cases encounter
just that in a very short period of difficulty in finding gainful
employment and those who
time.

ness.. One tool that he had,
. which was instilled in him as a

As a company, Sunny Sky

youtn in tne community oy
donating time, money and & Sons have accomplished that
goal and look forward to serv
whatever they can to support
ing the community and serving
worthy causes.
God as they prepare for their
Kent Moigan and his wife
future, more opportunities and
Shirley both believe that when
the expansion of their business.
you render good services with a
A comment from the writer
smile and you’re willing to go
is that: There is always the sun
that extra step of the way in
shine that shines so brightly in
order to get the job done and get
our own personal sky - the per
it done well, which ensures cus
son who supports us in our
tomer satisfaction, it all comes
endeavors and works with us to
back to you-this is God’s guar
maintain the success of the part
antee to his people. This busi
nership.
ness which is also a wonderful
The Weekly Challenger
partnership that he and his wife
would like to congratulate Kent
share is a testimony of that
Morgan, Sunny Sky & Sons,
belief.
along with his wife, Shirley and
With this vision, which is
employees as the Business Part
now a successful reality and the
nership of the Week.
■ foresight to build his business,
■Don’t foiget to send your
Kent Morgan, proprietor of
ideas and comments to the
Sunny Sky & Sons represents
Weekly Challenger.’

What

Is It

PTEC scholarships to assist
students with tuition costs.
These scholarships will benefit
the community by enabling

-4:00 pm at Pinellas Technical
Education Center (PTEC),
6100 154th Avenue, Clearwa

workforce.
Craft show vendor tables
are still available. The cost is
$35. Call 893-2500, extension

ter. Join us for crafts, children’s
activities, a car show, good
food, and lots of fim. A $5 park
ing fee makes you eligible to
participate in the drawing for
numerous door prizes, such as
a scanoe with motor, patio gas
grill, or lady’s golf bag with
pull cart. You do not need to be
present to win. Tickets may be
purchased at the gate or prior to
March 28 at PTEC.
Proceeds will be used tor

That Every Man And Woman Wants?

By word of mouth and out were in close proximity to the
standing performance, he job sites.
By being an independent
gained a tremendous amount of
contractor
and having his own
confidence from business con

THE

ULTIMATE

tractors, respect and credibility business Kent and his wife are
that eventually led to an very active in their church, in
working with the elderly and
increase in his business.

She's Got The Whole World In Her Hands
2526 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, Florida • (813) 328-8303

Would

Monday-Saturday

• $34.95 Livingroom, Diningroom, Hall
• $10 Each Additional Bedroom
• Emergency Water Extractions
• Commercial Rates Available
• Truck Mounted Unit

HAIR

OF

A N D' N A I L S

NaiLs

Hair Stylist
NEEDED “Natalyn A. Hill”
I Hair Stylist &
Barber
)

1077, to reserve your table
today. We hope to see you all
there! For additional informa
tion about the festival, please
call Barbara Ford at 893-2500,
extension 1016.

again."Poems

should bfe

sent to Sparrowgrass Poetry
Forum, Dept. E, 609 Math
St., PO Box 193, Sisterville,
WV 26175-0193.

Jamboree” and see how things
used to get done. There will be
Arts & Crafts for the ladies and
old time machines for men ana

admission to support the hrstorical building renovations for
adults and children under age
16 she free. Bring the kids, the

machines and games for the
kids. You’ll see antique fly

camera, but please, NO PETS.
For additional information,

wheel engines, antique tools

please contact Hal Corum at
546-3388 or 866-6401.
This event is cosponsored
by the Florida Antique Power

lots of noise.
Bring the family to this fun
and fascinating event on April
4th and 5th, 1998 at the Pinel
las Pioneer Settlement. The
entrance to the settlement is
located at 2900- 31st Street
Sount, St. Petersbuig, FL The
program runs from 9 to 5, on
Saturday and 9 to 3 on Sunday,
and will feature a Swap Meet
for antique engine enthusiasts,
Old-fashion Hay Rides, Cane
Syrup Making, Old Time
Crafts, Music by the Howl N
Dog, k9 Demonstrations, Kid
Games, a Petting Zoo, Arts &

Club, the Pinellas Pioneer Set
tlement, Inc. and the City of St.
Petersburg. The FAPC, fourided in 1985, brings together peo
ple with a common interest
engines, steam engines, tractors
and associated farm equip
ment. Its importance of srich
equipment. The Pinellas pjbneer Settlement, hie. is a riohprofit organization hidden
within the Boyd Hill Natlife
Park Complex feat features
restored historical buildings,
working blacksmith shop, curie
mill & cook shed and a 1920’s
saw mill that are used to help
promote the history of the
Pinellas Peninsula.

NEWS DEADLINE IS
4 RM. MONDAY

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS

CREEKSIDE MANOR
I & II

TOTAL INCOME LIMIT
1 Person $14,700
“Ms. Eula”

I

' Nail Technician i

2 Persons $16,800
YOUR MONTHLY RENT IS NO MORE
THAN 30% OF YOUR GROSS INCOME.

Volunteers of America

Licensed & Insured - Guaranteed Satisfaction

(813) 866-6446

occasion Sparrowgrass pays
some of these poets for
reprint rights allowing us to
publish
their
poetffk

are federally subsidized apartments for the elderly, 62 years
and over, or persons who require the features
of a special access apartment.
Studio & 1 BR Apartments available.
Rent based on income.
You now have an opportunity to live in a lovely
building, in a quiet Clearwater neighborhood.
Call (813) 441-8400 or visit us at:
1318 Franklin Street, Clearwater, FL 34616

• BarI)er Anc! Hair SaLon •

9:00 AM-7:00 PM i

Tampa Bay Steam Team
Carpet Cleaning

IN

skilled employees to enter to

test winners have been new
poets with new ideas. Oh

Crafts, and lots of food and
drink. There is a small fee for

1920’s Saw Mill will be up and
running, making lots of cuts &

ST. PETERSBURG Pinellas Adult Vocational Asso
ciation (PAVE) is sponsoring a
“Spring Festival” on Saturday
March 28,1998 fiom 10:00 am'

contests, many of our cdti-

ST. PETERSBURG Come on down to the “Pioneer

antique tractors. The 1926 Fair
banks-Morse Engine & the

PAVE To Sponsor
Spring Festival

how a poet observes arid
comments on life. In our ten
years of sponsoring poetry

Step Back In Time
To The Turn Of
The Century

and equipment, and lots of

their service. The company’s
goal is to be the type of
provider our community is
looking for and needs, they will

Kent had a vision some
time ago after he had worked

tinued td dream until he decided

and send by using the form
below.

other minority businesses about
to embark into personal eco
nomical ventures.
As Sunny Sky & Sons
grows and progresses in ..this
community, the business own
ers will always remember to
thank God first for the blessings

ness Person of the Week fea

for years, for a very large cor
poration as its Building Coordi
nator. With that vision, he con

■ Make sure you nominate
your business person of the year

says Jerome P. Welch,
Publisher. "Sparrowgrass is
looking for originality jn

Office hrs., Mon.-Fri. 8-12 & 1 -5

EQUAL HOUSING
opportunity
Closed Saturday & Sunday
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Proposed Joint Stipulation

by Dianne Speights

ST. PETERSBURG- On
Februaiy 10, 1998 the School

Board of Pinellas County
received an agreement (Joint
Stipulation) from the NAACP
Legal Defense Fund to modify
Pinellas County Schools’ exist
ing court order for desegrega
tion. Following three public
hearings, the School Boaid will
take action on April 14th, and
the joint stipulation will be
delivered to foe court tor final
approval.
The goals of foe stipulation
include increased stability,
improved student achievement,
decreased suspension ratio, and
the appropriate assignment of
black students in all programs.
Among the processes to be used

With

Charles
Howard

we would like the development
of programs to eliminate the
disproportionate
discipline

“Yesterday has gone, forget it.
Today is here, use it.
Tomorrow may not come,
So don’t wait on it.”

which seems to occur.”

896-2152

On May 1,1998 foe School
Board will present the specific
plan to representatives of foe
NAACP Legal Defense Fund.
The plan will specify ways foe
Board will improve student

More Unique Ways to
Stretch A Dollar
Antisocial Security

suspension ratio. The plan will
focus on grade kindeigarten
through grade 12. The district
defines success as grade level or
above achievement for each
student in foe areas of reading,
writing, mathematics and prob
lem solving.

dent ratio to 35%, removing foe

school level. Schools, in their

minimum ration in north coun

school improvement plans,
have begun to address issues

“Two Become One”
. Rockledge Florida drew
hordes of family members and

If you worked for more
. good friends from all over foe
than one employer last year,
U.S. of A to foe single ring cer
and made more than $14,100,
emony held at foe Rockledge
foe chance is you paid too
Church of Christ on Saturday,
much social security tax.
foe Fourteenth of March, Nine
Check your W-2 forms to see if
teen hundred and Ninety-eight
more than $824.85 in social
at two o’ clock in foe afternoon.
security was withheld. If so,
United were Ursula Teresa
you can get a refund by noting
Walker of Rockledge Fl and
foe excess on line 64 of Form
Reginald Phillip Moses for
, 1040.
merly of St. Pete FL officiating
For further information:
minister, Wesley L. Leonard.
Instructions to Form 1040,
After foe seating of foe groom
Internal Revenue Service.
and brides parents, Dennis Sib
*****
ley
Jr. presented foe scripture^
Happy Birthday
The processional followed and
Pisces and Aries

achievement and decrease foe

The solutions for improving
each student’s achievement will
happen at foe classroom and

ty, and limiting rezoning for
desegregation to every five,

Rambling

grouping as a factor in deter
mining class placement. Finally,

to achieve these goals will be
raising foe maximum black stu

17

rather than every two years.
The primary focus for this
stipulation has been student

that will result in improved per
formance. This agreement and
foe superintendent’s direction
will reemphasize foe impor

achievement stemming from
foe following issues present to

tance of finding solutions for all
students who have not yet been

Marie D. Churdi, Jasmine
Lawton, Parrie L. Whatley,

foe School Board by foe
NAACP Legal Defense Fund

Mary L. Haugabook, Lee Ann

(1) Black students are not

successful.
Schools will be required to
include goals in their improve

Haugabook, Mark Fuller, Mia
N. Burney, Ruth O. Nance,

achieving at grade level in any
subject; (2) Black students are
under-represented in programs
for gifted students; (3) Black

ment plans related to this effort.
The improvement plans there
fore will provide foe foundation
for the required report of imple

Maurice Wheeler, Kecia Hol
ley, Mark Roberson, Samara
Cooper, James (Smokey)
Drayton, Parnell Drayton, John

students are over-represented in

mented initiatives. Schools will
be expected, through their

Dunbar HI. Charles (Mr. Q)
Howard, Johnny Mells, Justice

SAC/SIT teams, to develop this

Wynn, Azha Squire, Rev. Her
bert Miller, AV Banie Battle,
Willene Seay Rubye H.
Wysinger, Cheryl L. Henry,
Nina Flanigan, Henry L. Ash
wood, Jr. Edwin J. Osborne,
Ruth Whitehead, Tansey
Watkins, Annie Mae Smith,
Ruby Perryman, Berdell Jones,

a live band, video taping, pho
tography and good service.
Ursula is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Qyde/Willie M.

Jacquelyn Rae Osborne, Edna

twenty- -‘one members,1 fear
hostesses, and wedding coordinator, Lillian Barton.
This was the “ceremony of
the 21st century, out of sight”.
Yu-ol, hang in there and have a
good life.
Life is uncharted territoiy. It
reveals its stoiy one moment at
a time.
Until Next Time, Jump To

programs for mentally handi
capped students; (4) Black stu
dents are disciplined more fre
quently than white students.

report.
The statistics for foe semi

At an October 11, 1996
meeting between foe parties, foe

annual reports will be compiled
by district personnel, using the

Jerome Neavins, Marion L.
Miller, Anne Smith, Gertrude
Anderson, Yolanda Gregory,

school board expressed difficul
ties in meeting maximum and

reports from foe schools data
found in foe student information
minimum percentage require system, nnd in reports compiled
ments of foe court order. The by agencies and companies
proppsril^BfeieirtelL.was lorj supj>fyffig,'riaH/eV^riierit 'tests/'
black parents to have foe choice
to send their children to zoned

etc. The statistics will be com
piled and reported for each

schools zoned to meet foe mini

school in foe district. While the
goals of highest student
achievement and reduced sus

mum percentage or to the
school closest to their,residence,
and accompanying disregard
for meeting foe minimum per
centage in counting foe actual
attendance.
The
NAACP
Legal
Defense Fund presented a solu
tion that would provide greater
flexibility in foe court ordered
percentages for the School
Board as well as meets their
needs in foe process. “We want
foe development of programs
designed to provide black chil
dren with basic fundamental
education so that black children

Happy Anniversary
Toni and Leroy Barton

was rendered by Gerald. Sim
mons “You Are The Sun
shine”. Exchanging of vows,
rings and prayer of blessing.
“The Lord’s Prayer was sung
by Arlene Simmons, presenta
tion of foe couple Mr. and Mis.
Reginald Phillip Moses. Fol
lowing foe ceremony they trav
eled to foe Rockledge Countiy
Qub via horse and carriage,
where 300 guests were seated
for dinner, to music played by

Walker of RccUedge Fl. Regi
nald, foe son of Mr. Jasper P.
Moses of St. Pete. FL and Cyn
thia F. Brown of California.
The wedding party included

It!

provement plans will begin dur
ing foe 1998-99 school year.
The . March 12th Public

We welcome your
letters to the editor.

Hearing at Gibbs Senior High
School presented foe ongoing
thrust of distrust. Parents criti
cized foe plan for singling out
black students in such a nega
tive way. However, the St.
Petersbuig Branch of NAACP
gave the Board credit for agree

level mid otherwise taught to

al Council of Negro Women
wants to review foe plan before
it is sent to the court for
approval. Interested citizens
should contact Dr. Ronald
Stone, Associate Superinten

increasing the portion of black
students included in those class
es with heightened expectation

Jeanea R. Harris, James Byrd,
Ethel Robinson, Pamela B.
Iffia, Jae Silas Baker and Gloria
J. Evans.

pension ratios shall be attained
in all schools,, success will be
viewed on both and individual
school and a system-wide basis.
Implementation of im

are taught to lie able to read at
grade, level and otherwise
taught to be able to read at grade
perform in all subject matters at
grade level. We also want the
development of programfetor

Highsmith, Jenel N. Harris,

foe entrance of foe bride. Asolo

ing to try. The Community
Alliance, IMA and The Nation

dent,, Human Resources and

Better Beepers, Inc.
TAMPA | TAMPA I TAMPA
951 E 7th Ave

1520 E Fowler

Mon -Sol' 1000-6-00

Mon.-Sat 9:00-7:00

4058 N. Armenia

TAMPA

2525 E. Hillsborough

ST. PETE ST. "PETE CLEARWATER
1105 34th St. S.

Mon.-Sat 10:00-7:00 Mon.-Sat 10:00-7:00 Mon.-Sat 10:00-7:00

880 3rd Ave. S.

1865 N. Highland

Mon.-Sat 9:00-7:00

Mon.-Sat 10:00-7:00

231 -BEEP 231 -BEEP 873-BEEP 231 -BEEP 1821 -BEEP 1821 -BEEP 1821 -BEEP

Public Aftairs at 588-6273 tor
further
information. (Support
of black students included in
ing
information
taken from
those classes with heightened
expectation mid deceasing the Superintendent’s February 18,
participation of bla^k=students ■1998 letter to parents and
December 12, 1996 letter to
included in those classes with
School Board from NAACP
lowered expectations. This
includes the elimination of pro Legal Defenses Fund attorney).
grams, which utilize ability
;uid deceasing the participation

Caiaract &
Laser Institute
“Excellence... with love"

Now Open in St. Petersburg For Your Convenience
Plaza 300 N., 3160 5tl) Ave., Suite 135
Specializing In:
No-Stitch Cataract Surgery
Intraocular Lens Implantation
Refractive Surgery
Management of Glaucoma

YAG Laser Treatment
Diseases of the Vitreous & Retina
Diabetic Retinopathy
Macular Degeneration

Eyelid Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery

C«7/ Us^day For Your Appointment 1-800-282-9905
www.stlukes-eye.com
-Main Office: 43309 U.S. Hwy. 19 N. Tarpon Springs. FL 34689

821-BEEP
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netta Johns; one step son,
Gregory Johns; two sisters,
Katie Mae Jenkins and
Anna Turner; one brother
Sim Hines and many other
family and friends. Funeral
services arranged by Creal
Funeral Home, St. Peters
buig, FL______;

St. Pete
Final Rites
BROWN,
MELVIN
LEE-Mrs. Melvin Lee
Brown passed recently. She
leaves to cherish her memo
ries a husband, James W. i
Brown; one son, Michael R. |
Brown and wife Laila; two
grandchildren,
William ;
Smith and Denise Ellow;
three great grandchildren
and many other nieces, 1
nephews, cousins and other ,
relatives. Funeral services
arranged by McRae Funeral
Home, SL Petersburg, FL

GIVINS,
LORETHA
M.-passed on March 6,
1998. Loretha leaves to
cherish her memory two
sons, Ernest Jr. and Antho
ny; one daughter, Lynette
Givins Brown; one daugh
ter-in-law, Rongette Givins;
two grandchildren, Kreg
Brown, Jr. and Ar’elle
, Givins; three brothers,
Eddie Miller, Jr., Comelious
Miller, Sr. and Moses Miller
and a host of other loving
family and fiiends. Funeral
arrangements provided by
Creal Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg, FL

FLEMMINGS, TREL
LIS ANGILLA-Ieft us to
be with her master on
March 6, 1998. Trellis
brightened many lives and
leaves her light to shine
upon her daughter, Alexan
dria Monet Roundtree; her.
mother, Loletia Lawton and
father, Marvin Flemmings;
her paternal grandparents
Richard and Helen Lawton;
paternal
grandmother,
Alberta Daniels; her sister,
Yolanda Simmons and a
host of other loving family
and friends; Funeral ser
vices arranged by Creal
Funeral Home, St. Peters
buig, FL

JONES,
JAMES
ELLIS-passed recently. He
leaves to cherish his memo-'
ries his devoted wife of 36
years, Hattie Lee Jones,
three sons, Jeffery, Darryl
and Don; two daughters,
Anne and Jan Jones; one
brother, Rev. James. L.
Jones of California; three
sisters, Dora Jones, Mary
Aldridge and Emma Jacobs
and a host of other loving
family
members
and
friends. Funeral seryices
provided by Creal Funeral
Home, St Petersburg, FL
LAMB, MAl'llE-was
called home to be with the
Lord on March 11, 1998.
She leaves to remember her
a loving, devoted and
dependable family that
includes her daughter, Fan
nie Mae Gardner and hus
band Willie, Willie Mae

Walker; her son, Willie
James Lamb and wife
: Katherine and her sister,
JOHNS,
MINNIE
Katie Mae Jackson and hus
LEE-passed on March 10,
band, Ernest along with a
1998. She leaves to cherish
host of other family and
her memories her husband,
friends. Funeral services
James Daniel Johns; step
arranged by Creal Funeral
mother, Eula Hines, four
Home, St Petersburg.
step daughters, Pamela
Johns, Tieanna McFarland,
Alexandria Tateem and Ver-

NEWKIRK, ALEXANDER-passed recently. Sur
vivors to mourn his passing
are his parents Karen Jordan

Ocala
Final Rights

and Darius Newkirk, mater- nal grandfather, James
Reddy and wife Penny,
maternal
grandmother
Blanche Reedy, great grand
mother Ouida Jordan, pater- 1
nal grandmother Martha :
Bacon and paternal grand- '
fether James Newkirk, Jr.
. Funeral
arrangements 1
entrusted to Smith’s Funeral'
Home.
______ ..
THOMAS, ROBERT
J.-passed March 7,1998 at
his home. Survivors to cher
ish his memories include his
son, Robert Thomas, Jr;
daughter, Betty Thomas
Reiley,.Camilla T Lee and
Deloris A. Thomas; his
brothers, Jessie Thomas and
wife, Effie, Moss Thomas
and Ernest Thomas and
wife Margaret and Qeo
Thomas and wife Idabefl.
Sisters-in-law, Lillie M.
Dixon and Maty Alice
Rivers and brothers-in-law
Willie C. Andeison and
Rubin McKinnon.
THOMPSON,'
QUINTIN
DEJOHNN
NORFLEET-Feb.
16,
1998-March 8, 1998. Sur
vivors mourning his pass
ing are his parents, Loree
Norfleet and Hilton L.
. Thompson,
brother
KejShan Thompson; mater
nal grandfather, Mose Nor
fleet, paternal grandmother,:
Carrie Mae Thompson and
paternal great grandmother,
Ruth Thompson and ahost
of other loving relatives.
Funeral arrangements pro
vided by Smith’s Funeral'
Home, St Peteisburg, FL

HARRIS,
THERESApassed on March 5, 1998.
One of her favorite expres
sions was “this is not my
home” She leaves to rejoice
her memories a devoted
nephew, Emmanuel Colyer
(her twin sister’s son) and a
host of other relatives and
fiiends. Funeral arrange
ments provided by Cunning
ham Funeral Home, Ocala,
FL

■\

. 1

“Quality and Service’

Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D. • Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.
18 N.W. 8th Avenue

Lillie T. Shelton L.F.D.
Alvis Summers L.F.D.
Notary Public

Creal Funeral
Homes

P.O. Box 592
Gainesville, FL 32602

—CUNNINGHAM’S----Funeral Home P.A.
“Your Friends Who Care

Seventh Avenue Chapel
; 1940 7th Avenue SOuth
St Petersburg, K 33742
896-2602

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

(352)372-2537
(352)377-6128
Fax: (352) 377-5678

Young's
Funeral
Home

! Gainesville
Final Rites
COLEY,
MOTHER
HESSIE LEE-passed on
February 25, 1998. She
leaves to carry on in her
physical absence one broth
er, John Lee “Buddy” Cole
man; one sister, Willie Mae
“Honey” Evans; her sisterin-law, Beulah Fleming and
husband, Emmett; five sons,
John H. Green and wife,
Catherine, George W.
Green, Joe W. Green, John
nie D. Green and wife
Shirley, James McPhaul and
wife, Barbara; four daugh
ters, Sussie M. Davis, Vera
M. Ruth, Janie M. Fayson
and husband Tom and Eva

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

:

Clearwater, FL

732-5354
732-5355

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

6RIEF BREAKS HEARTS’
"Blessed are they that mourn:
for they shall he comforted ”
Matthew 5:4

The Healing Power ofthe Funeral:
3 • Acknowledges the life lived by a loved-one
i * Encourages the expression of feelings and emotions.
I * Supports the value of nrilgion through ceremonies

i

I

TO i*!CME> THOSC

• a < xM

Now you can phone or stop
by and obtain information
about our new plan to fund
final expense, funeral cost
at a new reasonable rate.
Your wishes, and desires
can be recorded in advance
such as the type of seivice,
songs, speakers (Eulogy),
etc. If you can’t stop by,
phone Ocala Voice Mail at
690-3550, leave name and
phone number and we will
phone you back. You should
have this information to
save money on future funer
al cost and there is no oblig
ation whatsoever. Cunning
ham’s Funeral Home at 434
NW Martin Luther King Jr.
Avenue.

One ofthe most uncomfortable
feelings is that oftalking about your
own funeral. Think about it—if you
don't talk about it now, your family
will have to guess about how you
wanted your remains handles. Isn't it
good knowing that you can arrange
for your funeral ahead oftime and
with a monthly payment plan that best
meets your budget?

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813) 895-6005

442-2388

WHEN ONLY MEMORIES REMAIN...
LET THEM BE BEAUTIFUL.
We believe that each service
should be rendered reflecting
the beauty of one's life.
Rendering this type of service is not
only a priority, but a reflection of a

CARING STAFF.

J * Brtngs family and friends together for support
o

f JF

helps

HCACTS ’

4.

Zlon J^tll Jflflhftuarp

Dwayne E. Matt,L.F.D.

1700
49th St So 328-0466
St Petersburg, Florida, 33707

.

YOU ARE INVITED

Licensed Funeral
Directors

732-5353

Serving From Two Convenient Locations

zion nut'nonTUAftY

Gainesville, FL.______

A Full Service Firm

1005 Howard Street

Burial Service • Funeral Service d
CrematiOn Service ♦ Shipping Service

-a

____ _ ‘
ED WARDS,
RICHARD-slept away qui
etly on Tuesday, February
,24, 1998. He leaves to
mourn his passing a devoted
wife,' Lila Mae Edwards,
two daughteis, Lougenia D.
Edmondson and husband,
Robert, Eliza M. Edwards;
one son, Rufus EDwards;
one daughter-in-law, Ruby
Edwards; two brothers,
William Edwards, Timothy
Edwards and wife, Marion;
one sister, Mabie Sanders
and a host of other loving
family and friends. -Funeral
services arranged by Chest
nut
Funeral
Home,

Call Us....

Funeral Director
Since 1975

A.L. CUNNINGHAM

1

. FL

Robert C. Young '

t: Dr. M.L. King $t. Chapel ,
2025 Dr. MX. Klng Street SOuth
$t. Petersburg, Fl 3370$
State Approved Pre-Funeral
Arrangement Plan

PULLINGS,
ELIJAH
“JACK”- passed on March
7,1998. Atime to mourn: He

THOMAS,
BENNIE
LEE-departed from this life
on March 9, .1998. Those
who will miss him dearly are
his wife, Annie Mae
Thomas; one son, Bennie
Lee Thomas, Jr.; five daugh
ters, Gloria and husband,
Hudoll Collie, Patricia and
husband John Ellis, Elois and
husband Lewis Aaron, Debra
Thomas and Wanda and hus
band Richard Green. A host
of other sorrowing femily
and friends. Funeral services
arranged by
Summers
Funeral Home, Ocala, FL

L. Glenn. Her beloved
grandchildren, great-grand
children (110) and the other
family and friends who love
her.
Funeral
services
arranged by Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville,

"Do you really think that your family
knows your feelings about your funeral?"

Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D. <

351-0566
2238 NW 10th St.
Ocala

.

MYHAND,
ROO
SEVELT- passed March 4,
1998. He leaves to cherish
his memories four loving
daughters, Rosie M., Lola M.
Christine and Mary J.
Myhand. A veiy devoted exwife, Evangelist Mary Perry
man; two sisters, Lois and
Mary Myhand; six brothers,
Lemon, Howard, Harvey,
Robert, Carl and Wilbert
Myhand; six precious grand
children and five great grand
children and a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins and sor
rowing friends. Funeral ser
vices arranged by Cunning
ham Funeral Home, Ocala,
FL
.
: UUgAT'-f

leaves to cherish his memo
ries a loving wife, Joyce
Mongeon Pullings; six sons,
Ocala, FL________________
Rev. Elijah Pullings, Edward,
Leon, Tony and wife Max
ine, Min. James and Richard
-■ Pullings; two sisters, Essie L.
Qark and husband Robert
and Carolyn T. Johnson; six
brothers, Chester, Virgil and
wife Senia, Curtis and wife
Barbara, Leon and wife Jean,
Retired Sgt Donald Pullings,
retired Major Jake Pullings
and wife Dene and a host of
other loving family and
friends. Funeral seryices
arranged
by
Summers
Funeral Home, Ocala, FL
LANE,
DELORIS
ANTTA-passed on March 3, 1998. She leaves to cherish
her memories two loving

’Personalized with the'Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding.’
Limousine Rental Service

. ' FL

Ocala, FL

HERRING,
MOTHER
ETHEL-passed on March 9,
1998. She leaves to cherish
her memories six daughteis
and two sons: Susie (James)
Clifton, Freddie (Julius)
Green, Daisy Hill, Geraldine
(Will) Patterson, Lorraine
(Roy) Young,
Patricia
Thomas (Moses) Adams,
Herman (Annie) Nelson and
Buster Herring; two sisters,
Curley Mae Walker and Pas
tor Dorothy Smith of Ocala.
A loving daughter-in-law,
Eula Mae Nelson along with
the many other family and
friends that will miss her.
Funeral services arranged by
Cunnigham Funeral Home,

VUMERAX,

Summers Funeral Home

TERRY, ROSA L-passed
March 9, 1998. Her sur
vivors include five sons,
Arthur Jr., Samuel, Edward,
Nathaniel and Jessie Goldwire; one daughter Rosina
Brown. Her sister Essie Mae
Nealy and brother, John
Hogan and numerous other
femily members and friends
who will miss her. Funeral
services arranged by Sum
mers Funeral Home, Ocala,

sons, James Curtis Lane and
Terance Louis Huggins;
grandparents, Curtis and
Annie James; three brothers,
Edward Moses Dunbar, Paul
Russell and Donnie Russell,
Jr.; one sister, Shirley Hen
derson Conyon and a host of
uncles, aunts, nephews
nieces, cousins and other rel
atives and friends. Funeral
services provided by Cun
ningham Funeral. Home,

1534 - 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

894-2266
Taking Time to Serve Others
Jerome B. Smith, President-L.F.D. • Hubert C. Reynolds Jr. Family Service Counselor-L.F.D.
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
L LO

Ri

2-12-22

D A

IOITO

32-48-49

CA$H 3
519 397 856

Pinellas County Housing Authority (PCHA) - Pinellas County, Florida

ASSOCIATE PROVOST

Position Available - Assistant Executive Director for Housing Assistance

Assists the St. Pete/Gibbs
Campus Provost in the over
all campus operations of the
SPJC program on the USF
Bayboro Campus, including
serving as liaison to USF
faculty and staff, providing
coordination for SPJC staff
at the Bayboro site, assisting
in implementing student/academic programs and support
services, working with col
lege departments to develop
marketing/enrollment man
agement strategies and de
veloping new initiatives for
program expansion.

This is responsible high level, administrative, supervisory and technical management work in
assisting the Executive Director in carrying out the functions and activities necessary for the effec
tive and efficient operation of the PCHA’s Housing Assistance Program that administers approxi
mately 2,800 Section 8 Existing Certificates and Vouchers (including FSS, HUD-VASH and
Family Unification Programs) and is contract administrator on 2 Section 8 New Construction pro
jects. Applicant must have extensive knowledge of HUD Rules and Regulations and have a high
level of technical experience in all phases of the Section 8 Certificate and Voucher Program, and
be capable of effectively supervising a sizeable staff. Bachelors Degree in Public or Business
Administration, including course work in accounting, and at least two years of work experience in
responsible administrative management position, or an equivalent combination of training and
experience is required minimum. Entrance salary $37,119 with periodic merit increases to
$60,164, plus excellent benefits. Send resume to Pinellas County Housing Authority, 209 South
Garden Avenue, Clearwater, Florida 33756, attention: Dean S. Robinson, Executive Director, by
March 31, 1998. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

1 Bedroom Apartment
For Rent$350/

285

month, water is includ
ed. 1511 19th Ave. So.,
St. Pete. Please call
Terry or Yolande at
827-1748. Mature per
sons need only apply.

174 396 573
1-2 4-6 3-4
1-8 2-7 5-7

WE WELCOME

$500 FREE GROCERY COUPONS
OF YOUR CHOICE FOR TRYING
OUR MEDICAL PLAN

Dental-Vision
Prescriptions

Hospice

Savings Of Up To 80%. PreEstablished Rates. $15/month Household $9/month - Individual.
Over 200 Dental Procedures.
Cosmetic Dentistry & Specialists.
Over 12,000 Optical Providers. EyeExams & Surgery. Over 35,000
Pharmacy
Locations.
Over
10,000/Mth Joining. Member &
Sales Details Mailed.

i

YOUR LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR) I

OF THE FLORIDA. SUNCOAST
A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.

Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs

TQ APPLY: Request an ap
plication by e-mail: franqueiroh@email.spjc.cc.fl.us
FAX: (813) 341-3223 or
Phone (813) 341-3311 and
return it with a cover letter
and resume by March 27,
1998 to: Human Resources,
St. Petersburg Junior Col
lege, P.O. Box 13489, St.
Petersburg, FL 33733. EOE

(FL License Required)

(813) 866-8106

AGREEMENT ADMINISTRATOR (AA). The Pinellas County (Florida) Housin
Authority (PCHA) is seeking, for a term of five years, more or less, an experienced pre
fessional to coordinate all facets of compliance with the requirements of Title VI of th
Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Title VIII of th
Civil Rights Act of 1968 ("the Fair Housing Act") and the Americans with Disabilitie
Act of 1990.
The AA will (1) implement the civil rights provisions of a Dept. of Hous. & Urban De'
(HUD) Voluntary Compliance Agreement (VCA), (2) act as Section 504 Coordinate
and (3) serve as a point.of contact between the PCHA residents and housing applicant
that complain of alleged discriminatory or differential treatment with respect te PCH?
policies, procedures, practices or services, or the implementation of the VCA, or clair
to have experienced harassment in the PCHA public housing or Section 8 programs.
The successful candidate must also implement the PCHA’s anti-harassment and dis
crimination policy and coordinate the activities of the PCHA staff who. will assist i
implementing the VCA, prepare pertinent surveys, maintain supporting documentatioi
for activities under the VCA and various reports as necessary. The individual will repot
directly to the PCHA Board of Commissioners.
Qualifications: Must have a BS in public administration, social service or a related field
a minimum of five years of progressively responsible experience in a public or private
sector housing environment with a comprehensive knowledge of federal and state law
pertaining te civil rights and handicap accessibility accommodations or an equivalen
combination of training and experience. Computer literacy a plus.
Salary: $2307.69 bi-weekly ($60,000 annually). Send resume, salary history and threi
relevant references to: Dean S. Robinson, Executive Director, Pinellas County Housing
Authority, 209 So. Garden Avenue, Clearwater, FL 33756, Applications will be accept
ed until 5:00 P.M.. local time. Thursday. Aoril 30. 1998. EOE M/F D/V DFWP

“Our hope for creative living.. .lies in our ability to reestablish the
moral ends of our lives in personal character and social justice. ”

- Martin Luther King, Jr.

jffp/orr buying building or renovating

commercial or residential property ,

OR
Having problems with:

t

Building Dept. — Permits
Consult with us first. Call for an

■/,

PLACE YOUR
CLASSIFIED AD
TOPAYI
stop by the
weekly
Challenger office:
2500 - 9th St. S.
St. Petersburg

BUSINESS
OFFICE
MANAGER - needed. Must
have knowledge of current
rules and regulations in insur
ance, Medicaid & Medicare.
Bachelor's degree pref. with
major in accounting or finance
& i min. five . yrs. exp(> in
accounting or business office
of a health care facility req.
Reply
to:
PAR,
Human
Resources, Job Code 40507,
10901-C Roosevelt Blvd., St.
Petersburg, FL 33716, or fax to
to 813-570-3331. EOE/DFWP.

For All Your Photo Needs

Zoning * Board of Adjustment (BOA.)
Environmental Development Commission
(EDC) • Code Enforcement

-/f

appointment note.

Largo, FL 33770-3770

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

BILL THOMAS PHOTOS

*

586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive

ST.PETERSBURG

PHOTOS BY
BILL THOMAS

ATTENTION

& HHA./CNAS
(Both FL cert, needed)

CITY OF

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Weekly Challenger *896-2922
Home - 825-0384
Church Events * Banquets
Sohool Aotivities * Weddings
Sorority or Fraternity Aotivities
Sports * Reunions

REQUIREMENTS: Master's
degree. Six years profession
at administration experience
and management practices.
Knowledge of college cur
riculum and programs. Abili
ty to interact with students,
faculty and staff. Good com
munication skills. Ability to
resolve problems and arrive
at
logical
conclusions.
Ability to use computers and
the college's information sys
tem.

,.^*•*•'*•**4;

RECREATION LEADERS City of Gulfport is seeking
responsible adults to iead
youth in recreational activities.
Summer positions daily for 810 weeks 40 hrs./wk., June 8Aug. 14, evening positions 1012 hrs./wk. Education/ experi
ence preferred in education,
physical education or child
care. $6.72 hrly.
Back
ground/drug screenings will
be conducted. Applications
available 5730 Shore Blvd.
and 2401 53rd St. So. E.O.E.

STAFF ASSISTANT II City
Safety

scrintion devices, public re
lations, and business Eng
lish. Background/Polygraph/
Drug screenings will be con
ducted. Entry $8.58 hrly.
Applications accepted 2401
53rd St. So., Gulfport.
E.O.E.

EQUIPMENT
OPERA
TOR - City of Gulfport,
Water/Sewer Division. 3 yrs.
Experience in the operation
of light to heavy duty auto
motive equipment used in
construction. Must have
valid FL CDL Class B li
cense.
Background/Drug
screenings will be conduct
ed. Entry $8.58 hrly. Appli
cations accepted 2401 53rd
St. So., Gulfport. E.O.E.

BUS DRIVER - City of
Gulfport. Part-time to trans
port elderly and disabled, 1520 flexible hours per week,
exp. driving mini-bus & 66
passenger-bus desired. Fla.
Class "B" CDL driver license
w/passenger endorsement
required. Background/drug
screenings will be conduct
ed. $7.78 hrly. Applications
accepted 2401 53rd St. So.
E.O.E.

Call Sue for an application at 626-3232.
EOE
Key position for self motivated/
detail oriented
□ SALES ASSISTANT □ ,
MS Word/Excel a must, Bias, Powerpoint
and TV experience a plus.
4 '
Call Sue at 626-3232
EOE
COUNSELOR
DENT SUPPORT

Some evenings req. Must be
familiar with St. Petersburg
area. Counseling exp. req.
Reply to: PAR Alpha pro
gram, Blanton Elem. School,
6400 54th Ave. N. St.
Petersburg, FL 33709 or fax
813-547-7508. EOE/DFWP.
CLINICAL
tain

and

manage

REQUIREMENTS: Master's
degree in Counseling or
Master’s degree including 18
graduate hours in Coun
seling. Minimum of one year
experience working with
academically at-risk college
students. Knowledge of com
puter applications and good
communication, interperson
al and administrative skills
are desirable. This is a grantfunded position. To apply:
Request , an employment
application by e-mail: franquerioh@email.spjc.cc.fLus
FAX (813) 341-3223, or
Phone (813) 341-3311 and
return it with a cover letter
and resume by April 9, 1998
to Human Resources, St.
Petersburg Junior College,
8580 66th St. North, Pinellas
Park, FL 33781. EOE

CAR-JACKING
Is A Dangerous Problem
FOR INFORMATION ON

Car Jack Alarms
CALL

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND
(813) 323-5959
1427 34th St. S.

While energetic stars throw a
spotlight on your career, a friend may be
instrumental in helping you attain (and cele
brate) lasting success! But it won’t be ai!
work—after the 27th, Mercury retrograde
signals the start of a three-week rest period.

records. One yr. exp. work
ing with clin. record storage.
Six months exp. in clin. set

Taurus
’ April 20 to May 20

The Sun lingering in Aries
makes this a great time' to catch up on
rest, tie up loose ends at work or get start
ed on spring cleaning. A fabulous MoonJupiter conjunction on the 26th could send
somephenomenal good luck your way.

Code 16001 or fax to 813-

COUNSELOR - needed.
Advance counseling work
in a special substance abuse
rehab,

program

working

May 21 to June 21

dren. Master's degree pref.

With the stellium in Aries test
ing your patience, try to keep your cool at
work. Playful stars frolicking on the 23rd
and 24th could put you in a frisky mood.
By the 27th, a happy agreement will put
your mind at rest.

Three yrs. exp. in counsel
ing or related field. Reply
to: PAR Human Resources,
10901-C Roosevelt Blvd.,
St. Petersburg, FL 33716
Job code, 33005 or fax 813570-3331. EOE/DFWP.

living/dining, kitchen and master bedroom. Plant shelves in foyer. Mica cabinets.

IS

SUPPORT TECH

Hardware,

software

-

some network exp. NT or
Novell 4. Send resume with
salary req. to: PAR Human

custom home. Select, or we will select, a plan for you, and let our designers create and

Resources, Job code 40805.

designs. We create with nature in mind... Also, you can receive the same quality in our

as a result of thousands of dollars in discounts.
Sound incredible? Well, in today’s market it is. In fact, we challenge you to find a more
attractive design and lifestyle for the money. So hurry and compare because demands are
on the rise and here is ybur only opportunity to enjoy luxury living without spending a
lot of dough.

NQTARY SERVICES & PERMIT
SERVICES AVAILABLE

WAG DESIGNS

10901-C Roosevelt

A division of WAG Enterprises
2515 15th Avenue South • St. Pete, FL 33712

(813)327-1935

specifications for public works
projects. This position requires
management of a design divi
sion consisting qf 25 staff mem
bers

within

Department,

the

Engineering,

responsibly

in

charge of producing bid docu
ments for approximately $20-30
million of Public Works im
provements annually. Must be a
graduate from an accredited four
year college or university with a
degree in civil engineering.
Considerable progressive expe
rience in the management of
staff and consultants in devel
oping design and bid documents
for capital improvement pro
jects. Must also be in possession

ployment Office, P.O. Box
2842, St. Petersburg, FL 33731.

SAVE j
WATER i

September 23 to October 22

While Venus glows in positive
aspect, your incredible luck won’t confine
itself to love but will touch every area of
your life with its fortunate influence. On the
26th, a work issue will be settled quietly.
Wait until after the 27th to ask for a favor.

Scorpio
October 23 to November 21

With the stellium in Aries com
pounding Chiron’s health-minded effects,
any steps you take now to improve your
physical well-being should succeed
beyond your wildest dreams. If you haven’t
joined a gym already, it’s time to sign up!

November 22 tp December 21

With Jupiter acting as your
guardian angel, illuminating your life path,
you’re finally beginning to feel sure of your
self. .. let it show and wear your favorite
outfit. When love gets a green,light on the
24th, romance will be sublime.1

Capricorn
December 22 to January 19

Hard-working stars are keeping
your mind on your career—and will con
tinue to do so until the 27th, when more
leisurely aspects give you a breather. Take
advantage by getting together with friends
or catching up on a personal project.

Aquarius

Fax 813-570-3331 or e-mail:

July 23 to August 22

opis@gte.net EOE/DFWP.

With bright moonlight heating
up your marriage zone on the 23rd and
24th, you might be tempted to crank up
the air conditioner early! Ambitious stars
may inspire you to try something you’ve
only dreamt of... until now.

ASSESSORS & BEHAV
TECHS - needed for a
dynamic juvenile assessment
program. This is a 24 hr/7day
a wk, facility. Must be able to
pass DJJ screening & possess
a ,class D Florida drivers
license. BA req. for asses
sors, HS diploma req. for
Human Resources, Job Code
64021, 10901-C Roosevelt
Blvd., St. Petersburg. FL
33716, or fax to 813-5703331, EOE/DFWP.

ner's Professional Engineering
License. Familiarity with water,,
sewer, drainage, roadway and
bridge projects in addition to
AutoCADD is required, i Resi
dency Requirement: Interested
personsshopld submit a,cover
letter and resume to the Em

Blvd.,

behav. techs. Reply to: PAR

Architectural Designers
Consultants & Planners
Project Management

activities related to the design
and preparation of plans and

Cancer

St. Petersburg, FL 33716 or

room addition designs.
We're making luxury living more affordable than you may have ever thought possible

work in planning and directing

June 22 to July 22

On the 24th, romantic aspects
could make your heart skip a beat with joy.
Thank the Sun, Mercury and Mars for the
piles of work you’ve been keeping on top
of lately—and thank goodness that the
pace will finally let up after the 27th!

with

In this era of high cost living, it is good to know that you can expect the concept of the

al landscaping of our homes are matched only by the charm and comfort of the interior

Responsible professional civil
engineering and administrative

Gemini

with mothers and their chil

modify a plan to suit you... Our handsomely styled exterior and the tasteful profession

Closing date 4/20/98

Libra
March 21 to April 19

570-3331. EOE/DFWP.

FINALLY... UPPER CRUST LIVING THAT DOESN’T
TAKE A LOT OF MONEY!

.

Your Horoscope

agency

software pref. Reply to: PAR

Kenmore appliances. Ceramic tile in both baths. Landscape and fully sodded lot.

DESIGN

Salary S45.800 - $68,400

RECORDS

..DAY ©R MQHTt

• STANDARD FEATURES: Concrete block/stucco construction. Vaulted ceilings in

City of Sft Petersburg
MANAGER, ENGINEERING

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY

CLERK - needed to main

ting. Knowledge of ACCESS

'• SIZE: 1.284 square feet - 3 bedrooms, 2 baths. 2-car garage.

STU
SER

VICES GRANT

IN HOME COUNSELOR needed. $10.00 hr. Flex hrs.

Petersburg, FL 33716 Job

paper by
patronizing our
advertisers! *

Services.

Requires computer skills
including WordPerfect, tran-

Human Resources, 10901-C
Roosevelt
Blvd.,
St.

You! Can Make A
Difference - help
supportour

Support

Public

TV Station seeks creative self-starter
able to push the envelope.
TV experience a must.
Show us a tape with sizzle!

of a current State of Florida
Board of Engineering Exami

©ALLAHYWE

The power
to become.

of Gulfport,

TV Writer/Producer - Freelance

~

January 20 to February 18

Thanks to Venus, you’re riding
a wave of newfound confidence; now’s the
time to try some dramatic new makeup.
Pencil in a romantic rendezvous for the 23rd
or 24th. After the 27th, you may give that
too-good-to-be-true offer a second look.

Virgo

Pisces

August 23 to September 22

February 19 to March 2D

,__With the Moon casting a
romantic light over the 25th and 26th,
make time in your schedule for love. You
may feel perplexed by the financial ques
tions facing you now, but rest assured,
your mind will be at ease after the 27th.

_______ A hunch could turn up lucky on
the 23rd. With Jupiter and the Moon in
your sign on the 25th and 26th, get ready
for some heady time in the spotlight—this
cosmic combo could be the answer to a
personal or professional prayer.
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Education Department Oratorical Contest
TAMPA - Bay City Lodge
an Temple hosted the Educa
tional Department Oratorical
Contest on Sunday march 15,
1998. The Elk’s Home, which
is located at 2408 East Colum
bus Drive, sparkled with excite
ment as theI citizens of Tampa
celebrated the African Proverb:
“Knowledge is like a garden; if
if in not cultivated, it cannot be
harvested.” ,
P.G.D.R. Richideen Padgett
and Brother Henry C. Wright,
the contest managers expressed
their sincere thanks to the
Judges, Ann Kimball, Al DavLs,
and Gloria Washington for sup
porting the event and making it
an important part of the com

L-R: Amelia Nickles, Adedayo Banwo (Winner)
and Patricia Banwo.

munity. P.S.P. Patricia Pitt presented awards to the winner, ner up, James M. Andrew. The
Adedayo Banwo and 2nd Run- contest was a great event and

2nd Runner-Up James M. Andrew (R)

The Judges (L-R): Ann Kimbell, AI Davis and Gloria Washington

special thanks are extended to in making the program successall, especially to all who assisted ful.

Happy Workers Seeking Historical Data
ST. PETERSBURG - torical facility is a vital link to
Happy Workers Day Nursery is the history of south St. Peters
seeking help gathering histori buig.
cal data and information per
Its founding minister was
taining to the original Trinity Reverend Oscar McAdams. In
Presbyterian Church, located 1943, Mrs. Lillian Ramsey,
on the comer of 9th Avenue first African-American realtor
and 19th Street South. This his in St. Petersbuig, established

Happy Workers
Accepting Applications

Happy Workers infant pro- mation will assist us in our
gram.
efforts to have the facility
Any information, historical declared a historic landmark,
documents, photographs, or
For further information
memorabilia pertaining to the please call 894-5337 or fax
founding and early years of us at 822-2920.
Happy Workers would be
deeply appreciated. This infor-

uncoast
harmacy

g

ST. PETERSBURG-In “Preparing Tomorrow’s Quali to control high blood pressure,
conjunction with the Weed& ty Child Care Professionals.” high cholesterol and diabetes.
Seed, Happy Workers Day
Applications may be
The following classes will
Nursery, St. Petersbuig’s oldest obtained between 9:00 a.m. be held specifically for the fol
social service agency, is now and 3:00 p.m at Happy Work lowing groups: diabetes in the
accepting applications from all ers’ office which is located at female, diabetes in the male,
persons ages 18 to 25 for its 22 920-19th Street South. The persons with high blood pres
week
training
program program starts April 1,1998.
sure, persons with high choles
terol. Free lunch will be provid
ed for all persons attending this
Send Us News!
conference.

If you have informa
tion that might make a
good article for this
paper, send it in, and
we'll try to use it in an
upcoming issue.

From Pg. 1

diately by contacting a member
of the Suncoast Pharmacy
Council or by call Delceda
Walker at 864-4191 or Gwen
WAshington at 866-9564. The
registration deadline for this
special class is March 28,1998.

The class size will be limited to
the first 25 persons to register.
Screenings will include
blood pressure, blood sugar &
Additionally, a special heart cholesterol. Free meal plan-:
healthy & diabetes cooking ning, and a free medical con
class will be offered from 1:30 sultations will be provided.
-2:30 p.m. Persons that are Free gifts will also be provided.
interested in attending this spe Plan now to attend this com
cial class should register imme- munity.

UIE WELCOME VOUR
We welcome Your Letters
To The Editor

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Send your letters to:
2500 - 9th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33707
Mother's Day is May 10,
1998. S end in your

HILDEGARDE'S
GIFT SHOP
' EXCLUSIVE BUT NOT
EXPENSIVE UNIQUE GIFT ITEMS

special request/
V
dedication/meinorium,
for your "Special Mother".

A 2x2 ad costs $25
(photos are an additional $5).
Send your "Mother's Day Request" with
cnee!? ror $25 ($30 ir photo is requested)

901A16 Street So.
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
1-813-550-9763
Toll Free 1-888-873-1933 (7844)

td:

The

Weekly Challenger

2500 Dr. M.L. King, Jr. Street
Sl. Petersburg, FL 33705
c/o Allene G. Thompson
Deacll ine is Monday, May 4, 1998

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

ACCEPTING ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

/ was having had hick, mis
erable and it seetiied like

CARPET STORE
TAMPA

ST.PETERSBURG

BAYONET POINT

5015 W. Hillsborough Ave.

SW corner 22nd Ave. & 28th St. North

Northeast corner U.S. 19, Hwy 52

249-2088

321-9590

868-7424

everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves ine.,
- Hillary William:

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?
Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813)874-5581

